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introduction

I started working on this issue because I was looking for a happy
ending. It was the first week of April: I had been stuck at home,
away from my university campus, for more than a year now, my
grades were in the dumps, and I had lost close family that
December and — I just did not know how to move on. I was sad;
and I needed to—for an hour, a day, perhaps, if I was lucky, a
week—not feel sad. And hence, I did what I always do when I’m
sad: I read fanfiction. 

Fanfiction always brings me joy. While, yes, an angst-riddled,
hurt-no-comfort fic with a sad ending would make me curl up and
cry, even then, the mere possibility of the existence of fanfiction
makes me giddy. The opportunity to further immerse myself in
worlds I already adore is something I cherish. However, being a
heartbroken snowflake in the middle of April, I wasn’t feeling too
inclined to further melt in the heat of angsty fics where my
favorites hurt each other and/or die. As I said, I was looking for a
happy ending. Therefore, like a seasoned fic reader I turned my
eye towards the goldmine tag of comfort fics: Alternate Universe -
Coffee Shops & Cafés. 

For as long as I can remember, Coffee Shop AUs have had the 
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image of being a warm, comforting space where all our darlings
get a happy ending. In this issue, I wanted to question that idea
and explore its veracity, and the reasons why this idea exists in the
first place. I was interested in the genre as a whole; and how it
plays out across mediums — Why does it signify warmth? How
does it challenge the public and private binary? Which colours are
most commonly used in these AUs? How does this trope play out
in films? I had a lot of questions, but I was not looking for any
definite answers. I was only looking for unique and different ideas
which attempt to critically and creatively explore this genre in their
own ways. 

As the editor of this issue, I’ve been extremely fortunate to have
received submissions from across the board in terms of thoughts,
mediums, and methods. In this issue, you will come across
fanfiction, fan art, poems, critical essays, personal essays, letters,
mixtapes! It’s a wonderful collection, if I say so myself; and it’s
been a wondrous journey. I’m very proud of how/where we’ve
arrived, and the different roads we all can now see and travel from
here on in our quests to further explore this genre, and beyond.
Editing this issue has been the biggest source of pleasure for me
this last one year. I hope it manages to bring you also a little
happiness. 

hoping you have a grand-day,
 ANUSHKA BIDANI

editor-in-chief
Headcanon Magazine
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COEUR
DE CAFÉ

Hannibal was in a hurry. It was
Monday morning, it was pouring rain
and he was cold, so all he wanted was
some strong, hot coffee to warm his
hands and hopefully feel more awake
after the caffeine spike. As he entered
the coffee shop he spotted the new
barista immediately.

That was just his luck. Antony already
knew exactly how Hannibal preferred
his coffee, but he seemed absent.
Hannibal was in desperate need of a
coffee though, so he went to the
counter and ordered his usual
Americano, extra strong, no sugar, no
cream. And pronto, per favore!7

manip by Nowa

Fandom: Hannibal (TV) 
Relationship: Will Graham/Hannibal Lecter



The barista, his name was Will according to his nameplate, asked for Hannibal's name.
What for, Hannibal couldn't say, for he was the only customer present. But Will was
new, so Hannibal took pity on him. After what felt like an eternity, Will put his 'coffee
to go' on the counter and smiled. Hannibal smiled back, but then he noticed that Will
had misspelled his name and scowled. "My name is Hannibal," he informed the barista,
"not Hanibel." Will apologized and smiled again, albeit reluctantly. Hannibal didn't care
as long as he got his coffee, so he turned to leave.

But as he greedily took his first sip, he nearly spit it out. "What the-?" Hannibal
grumbled. "I ordered a coffee; black, no sugar, no cream. Are you trying to poison me?"
Will blushed slightly. "No, sir. I didn't poison you. I wouldn't do that to the 𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒." 

Hannibal was impressed by this young man. Will was rude, no question, but there was
also something fascinating about him. "I took the liberty of adding some honey to your
coffee, and a dash of milk." "Why?" "It's cold and wet outside. The honey can prevent a
cold." Hannibal was baffled. He felt irritated, but then he thanked Will and left the
shop. 

All day long his mind drifted to this new barista. Hannibal was loath to admit it, but the
coffee didn't taste awful, after he got used to it. And his slight sore throat had also gotten
better. That's why he walked into the coffee shop the next morning and couldn't hide
his grin as he spotted Will behind the counter. "Good morning," Will greeted him with a
smile. "What would you like to order?" Hannibal wanted nothing more than his usual
Americano.

But then he changed his mind. "Since you seem to know best what's good for me,"
Hannibal said with a flirtatious undertone, "I want you to surprise me." Will
immediately went to work. The smell of freshly brewed coffee went straight to
Hannibal's nose and he nearly moaned.

Will poured the coffee into a cup, then turned around and tilted the coffee, as he slowly
started pouring frothed milk. While pouring, he tried to swing his hand with quick
movements, but instead of creating some latte art, he spilled the coffee. Embarrassed, he
turned away. 3



Hannibal tried to tell him that it doesn't matter, but Will didn't listen. Soon after he put a
'coffee to go' on the counter and assured Hannibal that it was a normal Americano,
without further additives. Hannibal nearly felt disappointed, but then he saw the name
Will had scribbled on the paper cup and grinned. His name was, once again, misspelled:
Hennibell. 

When Hannibal entered the coffee shop the next morning, Will wasn't there. Hannibal
felt a flash of panic, but then he spotted Will's unruly mob of hair in the far corner and he
exhaled, relieved. "I practiced," Will told him, when he came towards Hannibal and
beamed. He went to work and poured a coffee, then started pouring frothed milk. 

Hannibal watched with bated breath. He didn't want Will to fail this time. And Will
didn't. What a remarkable boy, Hannibal thought. And then all thoughts left him,
because Will handed him a perfectly brewed coffee with a heart of milk foam on top. "I
know you prefer your coffee black," Will said shyly. Hannibal laughed, a genuine laugh,
when he took the cup from Will and their fingers brushed.

"I'm starting to rethink my coffee priorities and preferences," Hannibal told him. "But I'm
sorry, Will. Although I'd like to go out on a date with you, I can't." Will looked crestfallen.
Hannibal hid his amusement. "First, I need to make sure you know how to spell my
name."

 





A  M a c h i a t t o  i s  a n  e s p r e s s o  s h o t
w i t h  a n  u p p e r  l a y e r  o f  m i l k
f o a m .  I n  t h i s  p i e c e ,  I  w a n t e d  t o
g o  f o r  t h e  c o m p l e t e  o p p o s i t e
f e e l  o f  t h e  A f f o g a t o  p i e c e .  A
m a c a b r e  a n d  h o r r o r  o n e ;  o n e  o f
m y  f a v o r i t e s  t o  d r a w  ( p l u s  B & W
w o r k s ) .  I n  t h i s ,  I  t r i e d  t o
r e p r e s e n t  W i l l  G r a h a m ' s  s l o w
' d e s c e n t  i n t o  h i s  o w n  d a r k n e s s ' ,
s h o w n  b y  h i s  f r e q u e n t  d e l u s i o n s
o f  t h e  W e n d i g o .  M o s t  m a r k e d l y ,
t h i s  i s  s h o w n  b y  W i l l ' s  i n t e n s e
s t a r e  a n d  t h e  ' f o a m - l i k e '
W e n d i g o  r e a c h i n g  i n t o  h i s
" m i n d . "
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Bean There, Drank That
b y  A N U S H K A  B I D A N I

“Holy shit,” he breathes, eyes starting to focus on his surroundings.
Welcome to the Little Titan Café!

Today's special: Levi
 

Today is weird.

Erik hates coffee.

The newly opened space is on a side-street off some of the biggest skyscrapers in New York, hosting 
a slew of law firms and random agencies, ranging from marketing to governmental.

People are funny when it comes to their coffee.

He finds it extremely unfortunate that most of his clients are addicted to 
the vile drink and often arrange to meet at coffee shops where he has to 
order something for the sake of propriety.

 Working in a coffee shop seems to be the staple of 
every college story.

 Whether it’s a sunny and chilly morning, whether there’s snow or rain, the same boy with
raven hair, an earring and an endearing bunny smile comes in, with his hands in the
pockets of his jeans, pants, jacket or shorts, comes to the counter and looks seductively at
the barista, ordering black coffee and a pastry for breakfast.

It’s not a bad job.

“Jimin—I met him. 
I met my husband.” 

 Tony hated the idea of soulmates.
Steve nodded his head back and forth to the beat of the 
tinny music that piped through the coffee shop speakers.



The door opens with a loud and abrupt jingle, with such force
that Ten worries the bells dangling above door frame will fly
right off the wall.

There was a special place in hell for the jerks who fucked 
up his display.

Don’t get him wrong.
Let’s get one thing clear: Chuuya did not, in fact, hate his job.

 It was stupid, to be half in love with a person you’d never 
even spoken to.

 

Yamada Hizashi is running late.

Know what’s on the menu?
 Me-n-u.

Hanzo squints down at the words scrawled across his 
coffee cup’s sleeve.

The second cup of coffee appears from out 
of nowhere.

Jeongguk had barely made it through the door of their shared apartment when Taehyung seized his
shoulders and pressed him against the corridor wall, fixing him with a gaze very familiar to Jeongguk
by then, playful and charming but searingly intent, and Jeongguk distractedly let go of his bag, letting
it thump to the ground at his feet, just as Taehyung leaned in to him and pressed their lips together.

It had been two months since Remus Lupin had been unceremoniously and perhaps even illegally
kicked out of his ex-boyfriend Alex’s place — two months since he’d found himself homeless with 
no money in the bank and no clue how he was supposed to afford lodgings in London by himself 
on a barista’s salary.



Most people, when they break up, sort through their record collections, possibly chuck 
each other’s clothes onto the sidewalk, engage in soul-destroying coffee dates where they 
try to sort through the emotional debris, and then leave each other the fuck alone.

Roxy stared at the laughing barista in horror.

unknow:
excuse me
is this kim seokjin from apt 23?

i. we're living restless,

It starts, like it always does, with a sleepless night. 

“Clint. Clint. Clint.”

November 30, 2017
Steve buttons the navy pea coat and shoves his hands into the pockets.
It's a cold morning and Bucky's breath makes lazy plumes in the air with each exhale as 
he walks.

A new shop has opened across the street from 
MI6 headquarters.

 It's not everyday that your life is turned 
upside down.

The Starbucks wasn’t crowded when Hannibal walked 
in.

 “You have got to be kidding me.” “Hey, Burr! Aaron Burr!”



Merlin slipped into the Avalon Coffee Shop,
brushing his fringe out of his eyes.

 The sight before him is breathtaking.

Arthur almost misses the tiny little coffee shop, Freya’s, tucked away between a florist, whose front
terrace is overflowing with plants—greenery stretching in all directions, spilling on the sidewalk, and
tall plastic buckets full of colourful flowers—and a quaint bakery, with small round tables and white
folding chairs out front.

It starts, as does so many things in Bucky’s life, with Steve.
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n o t e s  o n  " B e a n  T h e r e ,
D r a n k  T h a t "  

After Bryony Bates’ stunning text “Hannibal Lecter’s Magic Dick
Therapy,” published by MAI in 2018.

First sentences are revealing. As a reader, I usually know if I’m going to stick
around for a text by the first sentence itself, and the voice and premise it chooses
to establish. The list of my favorite first sentences ranges across lengths, forms,
points of view, and the type of characters they introduce. It oscillates between
first sentences that give away nothing (“It is a truth universally acknowledged,
that a single man in possession of a good fortune, must be in want of a wife.” —
Pride and Prejudice, Jane Austen), and those that give away everything (“Rage
—Goddess, sing the rage of Peleus’ son Achilles, / murderous, doomed, that cost
the Achaeans countless losses, / hurling down to the House of Death so many
sturdy souls, / great fighters’ souls, but made their bodies carrion, / feasts for the
dogs and birds, / and the will of Zeus was moving toward its end.” — The Iliad,
Homer). All of them knock the breath out of me.

While editing this issue, I spent a lot of time thinking about the genre of Coffee
Shop AU, and the many new ways in which we can think and write about it.
One of these ways, I believe, can be reading first sentences. Despite their
diversity, how would first sentences operate within a single genre? Would they
have some similarities? How would our pre-existing familiarity with characters
and relationships in fanfiction influence the interpretation of first sentences in
this genre? And what can these interpretations reveal about the genre as a whole?
To try and answer some of these questions, I decided to catalogue the first
sentences of 10 pages worth of fanfiction on Archive of Our Own, sorted by
Kudos, status: Complete works only, with the tag ‘Alternate Universe - Coffee
Shops & Cafés’ (as of 18 September 2021). “Bean There, Drank That” is a poem
crafted with (mostly random, but with an eye towards distinctiveness) selected
first sentences from this collection.



The first sentence of a Coffee Shop AU fic does not necessarily need to talk
about cafés, coffee or the way one feels about coffee. 
The first sentences which, however, do talk about cafés, coffee or the way
one feels about coffee do so in diverse ways. There are no discernible
underlying similarities. 
Keeping with the characteristic feel-good vibe of the genre, these sentences
do not usually deal with fatalistic and larger-than-life premises. They talk
about mundane concerns like the weather, music preferences, university
jobs, the location of a new café, etc. (And even the sentences that rarely do
deal with potentially serious topics like soulmates or a new café opening
nearby the MI6 headquarters carry the inherent assurance that the fic won’t
veer into too dark waters for this is a Coffee Shop AU.)
Rarely do non-men characters make the cut with inclusion in these
sentences. I think this can be attributed to the domination of M/M
dynamics across fanfiction, and the tendency to usually only reference
protagonists, and not secondary characters, in the first sentence. 
The sentences (and, I’m assuming, the entire fic) use modern words and
syntax. This might be attributed to the general situating of these fics within
the modern-day universe. (I’m not sure how this language would change if
say, a Merlin Coffee Shop AU fic was situated in its own canonical
(historical) universe and not in the modern-day universe — and even if it
would change.)
Because fanfiction is crafted with familiar characters, even seemingly
innocuous first sentences like “there was a special place in hell for the jerks
who fucked up his display,” “it was stupid, to be half in love with a person
you’d never even spoken to,” and “it starts, like it always does, with a
sleepless night” are capable of giving away a lot of information to the
informed reader. If the reader is familiar with the fandom then they would
immediately place who would grow mad at someone fucking “up his
display,” who the character might be “half in love with,” and who might be 

On crafting “Bean There, Drank That,” here are some random observations I
have made about first sentences within the Coffee Shop AU genre: 



A range of forms (declarative, interrogatory, exclamatory, dialogical, text
message, diary entry, etc.) and sentence lengths can be found in these first
sentences. Points of view, however, are almost always restricted to the third-
person POV. 

         prone to a “sleepless night.”

I’m not sure how these observations would translate while thinking about other
fanfiction genres, and if that movement is even possible. However, while
thinking about the Coffee Shop AU genre these observations helped me to
better understand the limits and expansive possibilities of fics within this
category. It’s very exciting that the structure of fics within this genre provides
scope for exploring characters like Alexander Hamilton, Hannibal Lecter, etc.
— characters who I traditionally do not imagine as belonging in a café because
they either belong to a completely different, historical era or seem too twisty and
dark to be capable of fitting within the feel-good vibe of a Coffee Shop AU fic.
It’s also really exciting that plot elements from different genres like the Soulmate
AU and the College AU can also be easily woven into these fics. Hence, while
the Coffee Shop AU genre is limited by its feel-good vibe and compulsory happy
endings to a lighter emotional range, it simultaneously also does provide massive
scope to writers to push the boundaries of the different shades of emotions they
can play around with by crafting complex, interwoven worlds — all of which
remain anchored by the coffee shop.  

The first sentences in this poem reference characters from multiple fandoms like
the Marvel Universe, BTS, Harry Potter, Hamilton, Merlin, etc. As I mentioned
above, some of these universes do not traditionally lend themselves to meet-
cutes in cafés. However, fics within this genre always successfully interpret these
characters in ways that seamlessly blend them into the space of the coffee shop.
For instance, let’s consider this first sentence from a Merlin fic: “Merlin slipped
into the Avalon Coffee Shop, brushing his fringe out of his eyes.” The
positioning of Avalon—a terrifying space within the Merlin Universe—as a
coffee shop—an irredeemably warm and happy place—is a brilliant move! It
immediately serves to lift the horrifying shadows which loom over the characters 



in Merlin—by defanging the villainous Avalon, the first sentence itself assures
the readers that nothing irreparably bad would happen to their favourites in this
fic. This sentiment is reinforced with the second half of the sentence in which
Merlin brushes “his fringe out of his eyes.” It’s a tiny action but one which
immediately softens the edges of Merlin’s character for the reader. It makes him
accessible by interpreting him as a ‘normal’ guy with quotidian, frivolous
concerns like his hair falling into his eyes — just like the rest of us. 

And I think that is exactly what I enjoy the most about a Coffee Shop AU fic:
that no matter how dark and fatalistic an event in my life might seem, chances
are that if not tomorrow, then, maybe, the next week the shadows would lift,
and I would be left only with frivolous concerns like my hair falling into my
eyes. A warm cup of coffee to go. Hope.
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[arranged in order of appearance of the first sentences within the
poem]

matildajones. "Here's to the Static." Archive of Our Own, 23 August 2014,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/1321726.

pocketsizedtitan. "The Little Titan Café." Archive of Our Own, 9 March 2015,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/1032582.

donutsandcoffee. "one for the money, two for the show." Archive of Our Own,
24 March 2016, https://archiveofourown.org/works/6324574.

ellievolia, sirona. "A little bit of your taste (in my mouth)." Archive of Our Own,
20 December 2011, https://archiveofourown.org/works/297329.

orphan_account. "He Takes His Coffee Black." Archive of Our Own, 20
October 2012, https://archiveofourown.org/works/535628.

smilebackwards. "645 Riverside Drive." Archive of Our Own, 25 May 2012,
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https://archiveofourown.org/users/matildajones/pseuds/matildajones
https://archiveofourown.org/works/1321726
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https://archiveofourown.org/users/angela13/pseuds/angela13


melonnim. "can you be (mine?)." Archive of Our Own, 23 March 2016,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/6111532.

Archive of Our Own. Current status: hidden/deleted. 

FestiveFerret. "Triple Espresso." Archive of Our Own, 14 December 2019,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/20512421.

andnowforyaya. "a collection of hearts." Archive of Our Own, 17 October 2019,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/17595041.

HereIGoAgain. "play that vinyl (kitty cat)." Archive of Our Own, 6 April 2018,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/14216376.

RangoAteMyBaby (FormallyKnownAsFreya). "To the Moon and Back."
Archive of Our Own, 29 October 2017,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/12393585.

mountainlaurels (homecomings). "i won't lie (i knew you belonged here)."
Archive of Our Own, 3 June 2019,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/7041703.

itsallAvengers. "The Problem With Communication." Archive of Our Own, 30
June 2018, https://archiveofourown.org/works/15116705.

KuriKuri. "Meet (Not So) Cute." Archive of Our Own, 24 August 2016,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/7856914.

lyriumveins. "Undercover." Archive of Our Own, 19 June 2016,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/7241365.

alocalband. "Celestial Navigation." Archive of Our Own, 7 July 2017, 

https://archiveofourown.org/users/hellodickspeight/pseuds/hellodickspeight
https://archiveofourown.org/users/hellodickspeight/pseuds/hellodickspeight
https://archiveofourown.org/users/hellodickspeight/pseuds/hellodickspeight
https://archiveofourown.org/users/FestiveFerret/pseuds/FestiveFerret
https://archiveofourown.org/works/20512421
https://archiveofourown.org/users/andnowforyaya/pseuds/andnowforyaya
https://archiveofourown.org/works/17595041
https://archiveofourown.org/users/HereIGoAgain/pseuds/HereIGoAgain
https://archiveofourown.org/users/FormallyKnownAsFreya/pseuds/RangoAteMyBaby
https://archiveofourown.org/works/12393585
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https://archiveofourown.org/users/KuriKuri/pseuds/KuriKuri
https://archiveofourown.org/users/hellodickspeight/pseuds/hellodickspeight
https://archiveofourown.org/users/hellodickspeight/pseuds/hellodickspeight


https://archiveofourown.org/works/11414136.

expplipo. "All's Fair in Coffee and War." Archive of Our Own, 15 June 2016,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/7209644.

SeasOfTrees. "The Barista, the Burglar, and the Sofa." Archive of Our Own, 9
May 2018, https://archiveofourown.org/works/14586408.

paperclipbitch. "I've Suffered Shipwrecks." Archive of Our Own, 28 June 2012,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/407635.

anarchycox. "I Could Murder for a Cup of Coffee." Archive of Our Own, 22
October 2015, https://archiveofourown.org/works/5038399.

orphan_account. "no more sad songs." Archive of Our Own, 4 April 2017,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/10084160.

Archive of Our Own. Current status: hidden/deleted. 

Archive of Our Own. Current status: hidden/deleted. 

sara_holmes. "The Best Thing since a Double-Shot Expresso." Archive of Our
Own, 20 August 2015, https://archiveofourown.org/works/4538442.

chicklette. "It's the Best Time of the Year." Archive of Our Own, 31 December
2017, https://archiveofourown.org/works/12868785.

perfect_plan. "Coffee, Trapper Hats and Chocolate Wasabi Fudge Cake."
Archive of Our Own, 10 June 2015,
https://archiveofourown.org/works/4111735.

mimosa (Error305_Proxy). "I've measured out my life with coffee spoons."
Archive of Our Own, 29 January 2013, 

https://archiveofourown.org/users/expplipo/pseuds/expplipo
https://archiveofourown.org/users/SeasOfTrees/pseuds/SeasOfTrees
https://archiveofourown.org/users/paperclipbitch/pseuds/paperclipbitch
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I F  I  W E R E  Y O U R
C O F F E E  M U G

If I were a coffee mug,
I would be warm all the time.
You could hold me in your hands,
wrap your fingers around me when you were cold.

I could offer different beverages
for different moods –
Water for every day,
tea when you feel fancy,
beer or whiskey when we
want to celebrate or mourn.

I would be your favorite
in the cabinet,
the first one you’d choose,
so that my simple presence
brightens your day, even a bit.

My design would be something you 
can’t get at the stores.

And you’d know,
                oh, you’d know,
there will never be 
              another like me.
And I would never want
another mouth
but yours.



In March of 2020 Archive of Our Own,

known colloquially as AO3 to those who

frequent the fanfiction site, began to

buckle under an unprecedented amount

of traffic. Moving from 262 million

weekly page views to 298 million in just

two weeks, this sudden uptick put severe

strain on the database servers, demanding

a quick response and, a month later, the

inclusion of new code to manage the

influx of visitors ("Emergency Measures

Affecting Works"). This uptick was not

seen just in fans who read on the archive,

but in those who posted there as well.

March of 2019 averaged about 3,000

works added to the archive every day but,

a year later, that number had increased to

over 4,000 works a day (Çam). Though

perhaps boggling to anyone unfamiliar

with the archive, this increase in traffic

made perfect sense to fans across the

world: everyone was stuck in quarantine

and fanfiction was booming. 

For me, the increasingly common texts

from friends saying something along the

lines of, "I've read 20k of fic in the last

three days 😅" was a great reassurance. As

a lover and a scholar of the form, I

understood immediately the benefit fic

could provide to my loved ones. During a

time when stress levels were high and

energy levels low, consuming stories that

dealt with characters and events that a

Love in the Time of Covid: The
Emerging Hybrid of Quarantine

Fics and Coffee Shop AUs



reader was already familiar with—already

loved—was an easy-going form of

escapism. Rather than passively

consuming media, fans who frequent fic

archives turn their hobby active, be it

through writing fic themselves, leaving

comments, crafting fanart, or simply

discussing the work with virtual friends.

With many having lost jobs or otherwise

finding themselves struggling with how

to spend their time while remaining

inside the house, hobbies, particularly

creative hobbies like writing and

drawing, became a major part of

maintaining one's mental health

(Donohue). Similarly, engagement with

fanfiction provides a connection with a

large, vibrant community of like-minded

individuals. Given the isolation of

quarantining, the ability to make friends

online was, and remains, a must.

 

Over the course of the last year and a

half, I've also benefited massively from

fanfiction and have assisted in fic's 

growing popularity. However, unlike my

friends, that engagement didn't occur

spontaneously in a fit of Covid-induced

boredom. While mask mandates were

implemented and my school moved to

fulltime, online learning, I was neck-deep

in the final revision of my dissertation:

Today Your Barista Is: Genre

Characteristics in the Coffee Shop

Alternate Universe. I was already living

and breathing fanfiction when Covid hit,

which put me in the unique position to

take note of not just a new, developing

genre—Quarantine Fics—but also the

ways in which that genre has begun to

influence other genres with an

established history—such as the Coffee

Shop AU.

Throughout my dissertation, I describe

Coffee Shop AUs as one of modern fic's

most popular genres, arguing that in as

much as we can define something as

nebulous as popularity, the Coffee Shop

AU fits those parameters (McCain, 17). 



Recent research, conducted by AO3

themselves in an effort to assist "students,

scholars, and people interested in

fandom stats" reveals an unsurprising,

but before now unproven change in

genre preferences across the last decade

("Selective Data Dump for Fan

Statisticians"). As shown in an interactive

graph by tumblr user Autocartograph—

a "Data engineer by day" whose work

revolves around "pan-fandom analysis"—

there has been a marked increase in the

use of the "Fluff" tag since 2008

(AutoCartograph, AutoCartograph

2021). Whereas before it didn't even

make the top ten most common tags

used (coming in at #16), by 2011 it was

the 8th most common tag on AO3, 5th

by 2012, 2nd by 2013, before finally

taking the top spot about halfway

through 2014, where it has maintained

that position for the last six years. In fact,

the popularity of "Fluff" has continued

to increase at an exponential rate,

averaging over 250,000 more uses in 

2020 than the second most popular tag,

"Angst." In addition to "Fluff's" increase

in popularity, "Hurt/Comfort" has

become ubiquitous since the early 2000s

and "Romance," "Humor," "Fluff and

Angst," and "Alternate Universe" have all

likewise entered the top ten tags. These

trends are notable given that all of these

tags are staples of Coffee Shop AUs, tags

one expects to see attached to such fics.

Though none of the above data

references the genre specifically—Coffee

Shop AUs are popular, but not so

popular that they beat out much broader

tag trends—this research helps support

the long-held belief that comforting,

casual, fluffy fics are taking over most

fandom spaces. 

Really though, is that any surprise? Turn

on the news and you'll find a deluge of

global crises, from wars to

unemployment; mental health struggles

to climate change. Covid is just the latest

in a long line of international challenges  



and the result, many fans believe, is an

increase in escapist-based entertainment.

Why would you read an angst-fest of

your favorite characters dying while

you're already dealing with the very real

threat of loved ones falling to the

pandemic? Why would you want to see

stories of found families struggling when

we're all dealing with that on a day-to-

day basis? It seems a bit contradictory to

expect fans to be drawn to anything

other than the fluffiest fics possible, at

least at the moment. 

Of course, the reality is that people often

turn towards horror, tragedy, drama, and

other cathartic forms of literature during

times of hardship, to say nothing of the

personal benefits writing such stories

may provide, allowing authors to purge

themselves of intense emotions.

Alongside that connection to a

community and providing that escapism,

fic can be the means by which some fans

work through their Covid-related  

anxieties, rather than simply ignoring

them through distraction. As the

pandemic reached its peak and then

settled into a long-term battle, rather

than the challenge we hoped to quickly

beat, fic likewise began to reflect a more

nuanced examination of these topics.

Rather than simply burying them under

a small mountain of feel-good

storytelling, fans began to actively

grapple with these horrors, using their

favorite fictional characters as the tool to

do so. 

"Two weeks ago, I felt kind of weird

about seeing quarantine fics and

coronavirus tags on ao3. now, I just think

do what you gotta do to cope," writes the

blogger of AO3 Comment of the Day, a

popular tumblr where fic writers submit

positive comments they've received on

their work as a means of both celebrating

the kindness of the community and

promoting the fic in question. The

blogger goes on to say: 



           You need to read about your otp as 

           roommates stuck inside until they  

           finally break and confess to each

           other do it. you need to write angst

           about a character tragically dying? do 

           it. you need to write about your faves 

           as doctors or nurses or delivery drivers 

           or grocery clerks or any of the other 

          amazing people we all rely on every 

          day? do it 

          Writing fic can be stress relief. reading 

           it can be cathartic. do what you need 

          to do to get through the day. cope 

          however you need to ❤ 

          (Ao3commentoftheday).

The reiteration of "need" here is

important. What everyone needs to get

through these hard times will differ and

thus it's significant that a popular blog—

one explicitly connected to fic and AO3

(the blogger is a volunteer for the

Organization of Transformative Works)

—has taken the time to remind the

community that any form of coping is 

okay. Even if, like they were at the start, it

feels a little "weird." This post

accumulated over 5,000 notes, with

reblogs mentioning everything from plot

bunnies people have about Covid-related

plots, to confessions about wanting to try

their hand at some kind of cathartic fic,

but just not having the energy. Though

this post alone is certainly only one small

reassurance across the entire, online

landscape, by the end of 2020 so-called

Quarantine Fics were appearing across

countless fandoms, taking that escapist

form and using it as a coping mechanism

too. The desire to read fics that wouldn't

touch Covid topics (or anything else

angsty) with a ten-foot pole still exists of

course, but now, so does the desire to

turn these horrifying situations into

something that’s, if not happy, at least

optimistic. And romantic. After all,

quarantining is, at its core, a perfect trope

for forcing two, romantically inclined

characters to spend a lot of time together,

a trend that  goes all the way back to the 



Star Trek fandom of the 1960's where

Cave Stories—Kirk and Spock become

stranded on a hostile, alien planet, forced

to seek shelter in a small cave together—

flourished. Now, we see such isolation

tropes in all manner of modern fan

culture, such as @mattsukkar's iconic

Vine, "Oh my god, they were

roommates." If caves and assigned

roommates served us well, why not

quarantining too? 

Thus, there are a growing number of fics

that seek to balance the desire for fluff

with the realities of the pandemic. One

example of this balance exists in an

emerging subgenre. Or perhaps it would

be more accurate to call it a hybrid genre:

the combination of Quarantine Fics with

the Coffee Shop AU. It's a phenomenon

that I was only able to touch on in my

dissertation, a passing observation I

hoped to research at a later date: 

          Writing about the worst of Covid, 

          from everyday difficulties to the 

          systematic repercussions, gives writers 

          and their audiences a sense of control. 

          By having fans manage Covid in a fic, 

          fans can vicariously feel like they're 

          managing it in real life too and, like in 

          Coffee Shop AUs that imagine a world 

          without homophobia inhibiting 

          romantic relations, it provides fans 

          with a safe space to grapple with 

          various emotions. One 17-year-old by 

          the name of Krystal admits that when 

          she wrote her Fire Emblem 

           

(Lovenolo)



          Quarantine Fic about the difficulties 

          of buying toilet paper and menstrual 

          pads, “my anger kind of spilled over 

          into the fic” (Haasch). (McCain 211). 

Here, I would like to begin highlighting

some of the commonalties emerging in

this hybrid genre by providing a cursory

reading of three fics from three different

fandoms: MsCaptainWinchester's

Deadpool and Spiderman fic Masks Not

Optional, ElsieIvy's Batman fic But If

You Close Your Eyes, and

EmorySkywalker's Star Wars fic Will

You Be My Quarantine? I identified all

three as hybrid fics due to the authors'

choice to use AO3's "Alternate Universe

- Coffee Shops & Cafés" tag, as well as

the new "Covid-19" tag.

What's first worth noting about these

fics is how they market themselves to the

rest of the community. Fandom, more-so

than mainstream entertainment, is

concerned with the mental health of 

readers and ensuring that they aren't

blindsided by potentially triggering

material. Coffee Shop AUs, given their

fluffy, rom-com tendencies, imply a

measure of safety when reading that the

topic of Covid absolutely does not. Thus,

authors have been careful to not only use

the "Covid-19" tag as a warning, but to

mention quarantining, the pandemic, or

related topics in the summary itself,

despite the fact that it can take the story

several paragraphs—or nearly an entire

chapter in the case of Will You Be My

Quarantine? —to reveal that Covid is

influencing this story. Given the nature

of the subject matter and the ways in

which it seemingly contrasts much of

what fans look for in a Coffee Shop AU,

now is not the time for surprises.

Paradoxically though, by being upfront

about the inclusion of difficult topics,

authors have the chance to reassure their

readers that the material is treated

somewhat more lightly than one might

except. This is still the feel-good, 



romance-focused fic you're looking for.

"Basically a café in Quarantine AU...

They bond in a socially distant kind of

way," writes ElsieIvy, letting their readers

know that the focus is still on these

characters bonding, just at a pandemic

approved six feet. Similarly,

MsCaptainWinchester keeps things light

while still emphasizing the importance of

social distancing with, "Peter just wanted

to get his coffee and grade papers—

outside, and properly distanced from

others. He definitely didn't expect to

find Deadpool in his favorite café,

holding a guy at katana-point for not

wearing a mask." EmorySkywalker's

summary starts out a little darker, but

they’re careful to cue the reader in to the

inevitable, happy ending: "When the

Covid-19 pandemic hits, Rose finds

herself in a very bad situation—without

a job and a place to stay. Fortunately, in

the coffee shop she works there is a

knight in shiny armor to save her." Just in 

case the spoiler that another character,

Armitage Hux, will "save her" isn't

enough, EmorySkywalker adds the

author's note that "for some reason" they

love lockdown fanfics and, since they've

read all that's already been published in

the Star Wars fandom, they wrote their

own "in case this is your jam, too! :) Stay

safe, y'all!" There's an overt

acknowledgement here that the blending

of these genres—or the existence of

Quarantine Fics in general—won't be

everyone's cup of tea, so only engage if

that's "your jam." Other authors take this

one step further, outright stating the

triggering material in their notes rather

than merely hinting at it in the tags, or

couching it in personal preference:

 

          Just a quick note! this is set in present 

          day and covid-19 is talked about in 

          depth. no one is personally affected by 

          the virus, it just explores what it might 

          be like to fall in love during the 

          pandemic. if you look towards fic as a 



          way to escape from the reality of our 

          world today, no worries! but this fic 

          may not be for you (Graydar). 

As these summaries demonstrate,

authors are concerned with providing

the wholesome, romantic story that

readers come to a Coffee Shop AU for

while also acknowledging the realities of

Covid and the impact it might have on a

romance; treating that topic seriously

without turning the fic into something

that's overly angsty. Thus, these fics are

filled with Covid-specific details that are

tailored to both the tone of the genre and

the fandom in question. “I just went

shopping yesterday. Stocked up on

whatever was left on the shelves," Tim

says in But If You Close Your Eyes, a

seemingly innocuous, domestic

statement unless you know to read it

through that Covid lens. The shelves

aren't bare due to any normal shortages,

but because panic buying occurred at the

start of lockdown. While Tim manages

shopping, Peter Parker encounters

Deadpool wearing three masks while at a

café: his normal red and black mask, a

Bea Arthur Halloween mask, and a cloth

The Golden Girls mask. Far from being

any random Covid reference, these

choices likewise help to reinforce who

Deadpool is as a character, firmly re-

establishing his personality in an efficient

(and funny) way. Anyone familiar with

his comics knows of his obsession with

The Golden Girls, Bea Arthur's work in

particular, and his entire gig is solving

problems in chaotic, morally gray,

seemingly insane ways. So, it makes

perfect sense that Deadpool would

implement such a ridiculous line of

thinking: people need to wear cloth or

surgical masks while out in public. Thus,

he needs to wear one too, despite already

wearing a costume. His costume covers

his ears, which means that using the

elastic on his cloth mask isn’t possible,

unless he puts on a Halloween mask that

comes with makeshift ears of its own.  



Problem solved! A small detail to be sure,

but it does triple duty of referencing

Covid, doing so in a light-hearted

manner, and helping to keep Deadpool

in character—a crucial staple of any well-

written fic. 

Far from simply referencing Covid in an

offhand manner though,

MsCaptainWinchester also uses

pandemic precautions as the driving

force of their fic's conflict, answering the

question: What do these precautions

look like when superimposed over a

standard café visit? As the fic's title says,

masks are not optional in this

environment. Peter walks in on

Deadpool holding a man at sword point,

all because the man had ventured outside

without his mask. The story is filled with

their playful banter about health codes

and when the cure, so to speak, becomes

more dangerous than the disease:           

          “I’m not arguing that this jerk  

           shouldn’t wear a mask.” [Peter said.] 

          “It’s selfish not to. But do you think 

          wielding a katana might be a health 

          code violation, too?”

          “It’s been sanitized.”

          “And when you use it to cut his head 

          off like you seem to want to do?” 

Peter eventually gets Deadpool to back

down, the merc with a mouth taking a

parting shot at the man as he leaves,

saying that he'd better get out before his

now soiled pants drip on the floor.

Rather disgusting, of course, but also

comical and strangely reassuring. Such

scenes allow authors to use fic as a vehicle

for their political beliefs, sending the

message that if both Spiderman and

Deadpool—spanning the range of classic

hero and antihero—think that masking

up is important enough to threaten

someone over... well, it must be pretty 



important then, huh? It's a comfort for

the reader too, imagining scenarios where

these real-life horrors exist, but they're

quickly dealt with thanks to the quick,

and sometimes extreme, actions of our

favorite characters. This comfort then

bleeds seamlessly into the more

traditional, feel-good nature of the

Coffee Shop AU. Crisis averted,

Deadpool and Peter sit down, the

conflict changing to the personal when

Peter realizes that he's revealed his secret

identity by being overly familiar with

Deadpool while out of costume. The fic

ends with them concerned only with

how their relationship might develop

now over drinks and a bit of flirting:

          “Did I break you?” [Peter] asked, 

          winking. 

          “You’re just so... pretty.” 

          Peter felt his cheeks heat up and had 

          to duck his eyes away to try to stop the 

          blush from happening.

However, Masks Not Optional is able to

first crack down hard on anti-maskers by

virtue of making the offender a bland,

nameless, otherwise unimportant OC

(original character). For most other fics

though, this effect is particularly difficult

to achieve given the emotional

attachment readers already have with the

canon. Fanfiction, by its very nature,

focuses on characters the reader knows

well and feels some kinship with—the

emotions that push them towards

branching out and consuming fan

content in the first place. Intense interest

in characters and their relationships,

sometimes referred to as an obsession, is

the heart of fandom, going all the way

back to fic and fanzine's precursor, where

fans expressed their devotion to sci-fi

series through the letter column of

Amazing Stories (Grahm 132). Though

the creation of OCs is an honored,

fandom tradition, they tend to take on a



secondary importance in the form of

background/side characters, or serve the

specific function of being the reader's

self-insert. The makeup of the coffee

shop setting—a community of just a few

employees that work in close contact

with one another—all but demands a

focus on canonical characters. If this fic

is tackling a small cast with intimate

problems, rather than a sprawling epic,

then the reader is likely most interested

in seeing that emotional work done with

recognizable characters, not new ones

whose personality, conflicts, and

relationships all need to be established

within the span of this traditionally short

oneshot. 

What this means then is that other

Coffee Shop-Quarantine hybrids treat

Covid related mistakes more

sympathetically than other, non-fandom

works might, simply because those

hardships are attached to characters the

reader already cares deeply about. For 

example, 2020 saw a massive increase in

unemployment, 14.7% by mid-March in

the U.S., the highest since the Great

Depression (Soucheray). It's only natural

then that the art we create reflects the

grief, anxiety, frustration, and even fury

many are currently grappling with. Yet

But If You Close Your Eyes has Tim Drake

responding to his own furloughing with

a great deal of grace, saying, "No, it

totally makes sense. No worries... I get it.

It's fine. Really," when Dick informs him

that he's indefinitely on leave. If Dick had

been an original character in another

genre, ElsieIvy might have been harder on

him, emphasizing Tim's financial

struggles over the supposed hardship of

letting an employee go. Instead, a lot of

attention is paid to Dick's compassion: he

reassures Tim that he's not technically

fired, they still intend to cover his health

insurance, and both acknowledge that

with Tim's "immune system being weird"

there's a silver lining to not coming in

and making coffee for strangers. The



takeaway is not that an evil employer

screwed a favorite character over because,

in order to maintain the close-knit family

vibes expected of a Coffee Shop AU,

both characters in this interaction need

to be favorites. So, authors adapt,

refusing to settle on an easy answer about

whether characters like Dick are wholly

responsible for this situation, or merely a

victim of circumstance like Tim. "I

talked to Dick. He’s such an asshole. Are

you okay?” ElsieIvy has Jason say over

the phone, only to immediately follow

that up with, "It’s still bullshit though. I

mean, unless you wanted to be

unemployed for a bit. Dickie said you

have some health thing…”

The "health thing" Tim is grappling with

is never specified, but then, it doesn't

need to be. Plenty of fans will be dealing

with their own "health things"—chronic

illnesses, weak immune systems, mental

heal struggles, etc.—so by keeping it

vague, ElsieIvy likewise keeps the fic

relatable to the largest readership

possible. From there, the story moves

from these ethical questions of

responsibility and the difficulties of

health problems during a pandemic into

the inevitable, comforting ending. Tim's

quarantining results in Jason asking him

to keep him company over the phone

while delivering takeout, given that

there's not much else for him to do while

stuck in the house. Like in Masks Not

Optional, the reader is treated to some

quiet bonding between the two that, as

ElsieIvy says in their author's note, can be

taken as either platonic or pre-slash,

depending on your preference. Far from

limiting how writers craft meet-cutes and

eventual romances, the isolation of

quarantining has simply been re-

imagined as another vehicle for pining.

"It was fine though. Tim was used to

being alone. He’d always been alone.

Nothing had even really changed." This

line could just as easily come from a

Coffee Shop AU posted two years ago, 



where Tim sits alone at a table in an

otherwise crowded café, his jealousy at

others' connections proceeding his

relationship with Jason. Forced isolation

provides as much opportunity for the

character to be proven wrong by their

friend and/or love interest as self-

imposed isolation. Same trends; new,

politically conscious coat of paint. 

Notably though, the quarantining aspect

of a Quarantine AU is what most

separates that genre from the Coffee

Shop AU. A writer can incorporate anti-

mask drama into a coffee shop setting,

grapple with the difficulty of leaving the

coffee shop for a short period, and

otherwise sneak Covid-related struggles

into this set structure: what happens

when the shop runs out of flavors or

supplies? If a co-worker you have a crush

on refuses to get vaccinated? The options

are, while not limitless, still largely

untouched as the genre slowly develops. 

However, actually quarantining the

characters for any significant length of

time breaks away from the Coffee Shop

AU in an arguably defined way. After all,

these fics are, shockingly, meant to take

place in a coffee shop, the setting helping

to forward the characters' developing

relationship and adding to the reader's

immersion. Unless something slightly

more apocalyptic than a pandemic were

to occur, no one is going to quarantine in

their place of employment. Is it still a

Coffee Shop AU then if the characters

indefinitely leave the coffee shop? A year

and a half ago I would have argued

strongly that it's not, that the setting is

simply too integral a part of the genre to

remove from the story, but these hybrid

fics are pushing that boundary in

unexpected ways. EmorySkywalker's

Will You Be My Quarantine? is just such

a fic, a work in progress that, depending

on how it develops, may well test our

understanding of both genres. Published

in April of 2021, the first two chapters of



Will You Be My Quarantine? are the

most reflective of a traditional Coffee

Shop AU, showing barista Rose

becoming interested in returning

customer Hux, taking note of his habits,

bonding with him over kind gestures

involving food (tea, specifically), and

suffering the indignation of

miscommunication. Indeed, if you were

to bypass the paratextual elements like

title and tagging, there's nothing to

suggest a Covid connection until

halfway through Chapter One when

Rose makes an off-hand comment about

being worried because "her parents

moved back to Vietnam and they were in

the endangered age group." Chapter

Two, however, leans more heavily

towards the Quarantine genre. It

establishes Rose's sudden firing as the

pandemic surges, the loss of her

apartment when she can't pay rent, and

Hux's unexpected offer that she moves

into his guest room. Sadly, for the sake of

this analysis, that’s where the story  

currently ends. Five months after the last

update, readers (lovingly and patiently)

await Chapter Three not just to see how

the Hux/Rose relationship develops, but

also how EmorySkywalker will manage

the—presumed—move from a Coffee

Shop AU fic with a throwaway mention

of Covid, to a predominantly Quarantine

Fic that has left the coffee shop setting

behind. As one reader commented,

"Loved how you created the setting for

the "and they quarantined together!"

implying that a Quarantine Fic is the end-

goal destination (Lenuca).

Is the Coffee Shop AU destined to

merely become a precursor for

Quarantine Fics then, providing a

familiar foundation for fans to play with,

expanding into something entirely new?

It's unlikely, but the longer the pandemic

goes on, the more fanfiction is likely to

continue reflecting these social concerns.

I personally doubt the Coffee Shop AU,

as we know it now, will disappear 



anytime soon, but we may see more and

more fics that reconsider the escapist

elements of the genre. In a world where

social distancing remains a staple, the

fantasy is no longer meeting someone in

a crowded shop that you work at, or

visit daily. Rather, that can come across

as quite frightening. Instead, the

fantasy is turning the current horror,

Covid, into something romantic and

unexpectedly comforting. Instead of

taking the risk of going out, what if you

got to quarantine with the person you

had a crush on? An undetermined

length of time that you must both

spend together, relying on one another,

all while taking an action that helps

keep you and others safe? And if that

decision to quarantine happens to

come about because, pre-Covid, you

were already flirting in a coffee shop? 

Well, that's just the best of both worlds. 
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As often happens in academia,  I  didn’t  so  much set  out
to research Coffee  Shop AUs as  I  stumbled into i t .
Being a  fan of  the  genre  myself ,  I ’d  noted i ts  popularity
over  the years ,  but  hadn’t  thought much about the
research potentia l  unti l  I  found an old LiveJournal
thread from 2011 where  a  fan asked their  peers  why
coffee  shops had become so prevalent  in  what  they
cal led “mundane AUs.”  Though there  were  only  a
couple  of  short ,  uncertain answers  in  the thread,  I
found myself  thinking over  the suggest ions—it  was
famil iar ,  comforting,  eas ier  to  write  about than say,  a
bank—and wondering what  kind of  answer  I ’d  give  i f
pressed.  That  quest ion led to “Fans  Love It  a  Latte:
The Rise  and Part ic ipatory Nature  of  Coffee  Shop
AUs,”  a  paper  I  gave  at  the  Fifth Annual  Fandom &
Neomedia  Studies  Associat ion in 2017.  I  knew from
the research I ’d  done that  there  was  plenty more to say,
a  wealth of  analys is  I  couldn’t  pack into a  twenty
minute-presentat ion,  and the response from fel low
conference-goers  demonstrated a  marked interest  in  the
topic.  (Indeed,  a  couple  of  people  were  more interested
in trading coffee  shop f ic  recs  than theories !)  When it
came  t ime to devote  myself  to  a  dissertat ion topic,  I

When I
asked her
about how

she got into
researching
Coffee Shop

AUs, and
why they
fascinate

her so much,
Katharine
told me: 

After reading Katherine's fantastic essays "Fans
Love It a Latte:  The Rise and Participatory Nature
of Coffee Shop AUs" and “Today Your Barista Is :
Genre Characteristics in The Coffee Shop Alternate
Universe," I  was thoroughly intrigued. I had too
many questions;  and in the next few pages,
Katharine has been kind enough to answer all  of
them. 

knew the Coffee  Shop AU both deserved and would keep my attention.  After  some
work with my committee,  my init ia l  intention to focus  sole ly  on close  readings
turned into a  need to define the genre  i tse lf ,  sett ing the stage  for  future
scholarship.  Now that  I ’ve  completed that  foundational  work,  I ’m excited to
continue my research!   



Quite  popular!  Though determining
exactly  how popular  genres  are ,
part icular ly  in  fandom spaces ,  i s  a  diff icult
task due to a  lack of  re l iable  data.  If  we're
looking at  hit  counts  on a  f ic ,  how do we
dist inguish someone who read the whole
story through verses  someone who exited
out after  just  a  few minutes?  If  we take a
survey,  how do we dist inguish between
someone who understands "I  l ike  Coffee
Shop AUs" to mean "It ' s  my favorite  genre
of  a l l  t ime"  verses  "I 'm not  opposed to
them and have read a  couple  over  the
years"?  However,  despite  the  nebulous
nature  of  precise ly  how  popular  something
is ,  the  Coffee  Shop AU is  certainly  wel l
known and enthusiast ical ly  perpetuated.  It
has  existed s ince  at  least  2001,  there  are
nearly  27,000 f ics  on AO3 alone,  you can
find Coffee  Shop AU t-shirts  on s i tes  l ike
Redbubble,  numerous prompts  for  the
genre  on Tumblr,  and,  in  my own case,
there 's  been enough materia l  generated
over  the last  decade or  so to write  a
dissertat ion on the form. For  me
personal ly ,  i t  l ikewise  seems notable  the
number of  t imes  I 've  come across  posts
complaining about how pervasive  the AU
has become in fandom communities .
There 's  this  sense  that ,  for  better  or  for
worse,  something has  indeed become
exceedingly  popular  i f  other  people  are  
 complaining about i t !  

How popular  i s  thi s  trope?

Coffee  Shop AUs tend to be oneshots
—fics  that  take place  over  the course
of  a  s ingle  chapter ,  much l ike  a  short

story—and those  oneshots  average
between 1,000 and 10,000 words.

There  are  a lways  exceptions,  of
course,  but  Coffee  Shop AUs tend to

begin prior  to  the couple  gett ing
close  (e ither  by establ ishing that  they

have a  casual  but  stat ic
employer/employee re lat ionship,  or

by beginning the f ic  with a  meet
cute) ,  they bond over  the course  of

the story,  and the f ic  ends  with them
confirming the f irst  step in their

relat ionship:  a  kiss ,  a  phone number,
agreeing to a  date,  etc .  Though we
tend to associate  coffee  shop runs
with the hectic  energy attached to
gett ing to school  or  work on t ime,

the Coffee  Shop AU is  meant  to be a
feel -food,  escapist  story and thus
moves  at  an equal ly  low-key pace.
Though characters  may fal l  in  love
rather  quickly  and experience the

anxiety  of  whether  their  crush l ikes
them back,  the  f ic  as  a  whole  should
evoke feel ings  of  calm and comfort .
You sett le  down with a  Coffee  Shop
AU the way you do with an old book
you've  read countless  t imes  before.
There 's  no need to race  towards  the
end;  you already know it .  Just  enjoy

the r ide.

What  i s  the  average  l ength
of  a  Coffee  Shop  AU?
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The purpose  of  the  Coffee  Shop AU's  sett ing is  to  provide readers  with that  sense
of  famil iar ity  while  s imultaneously  giving them something new to read.  It ' s  akin to
how the popularity  of  genres  and tropes  function more broadly.  You've  a lready
read numerous stories  of  how these  two characters  fa l l  in  love,  but  you've  yet  to
experience this  f ic ' s  take  on the experience.  Perhaps  you know precise ly  what  to
expect  of  a  de-aging f ic—and act ively  hope to see  many of  those  c l ichés  repeated—
but you're  a lso interested in this  part icular  author's  take  on the setup.  Coffee
Shop AUs exist  to  achieve  that  same balance where  fans  approach the genre
because  they're  looking for  something specif ic ,  but  don't  want  to re-read the exact
same f ics .  The "generic  yet  customizable  space,"  AKA the coffee  shop itse lf ,  i s
identical  in  some ways  to other  shops of  the  genre,  and in other  ways  i t  i s  unique
to this  pair ing,  this  context ,  and this  author's  style .  

You de s cr ibe  the  coffee  shop  as  “a  generi c  ye t
cus tomizable  space .”  What  funct ion  doe s  thi s  perform?
Is  there  any  o ther  fanfi c t ion  space  or  trope  which
performs  a  s imilar  funct ion?

Absolutely!  Though the coffee  shop can s imply be the space in which these
interact ions  occur,  the  purpose  of  the  genre  i s  to  uti l ize  that  space  in compel l ing
ways,  often leading to the shop itse lf ,  or  at  least  some aspect  of  i t ,  functioning as  a
plot  point.  The threat  of  c losure  i s  a  struggle  that  the  couple  might  bond over.
The act  of  standing in l ine,  g iving the same order,  and receiving a  cup with the
character 's  name on it  might  be  the r i tual  that  drives  the  re lat ionship.  The busy
nature  of  the  shop may be what  creates  a  misunderstanding that  the  rest  of  the  f ic
works  through.  Though Coffee  Shop AUs are  rarely  plot  driven outside  of  the
romance i tse lf ,  the  shop is  st i l l  the  focal  point  and very much helps  to  forward the
story.  

Do writer s  ever  ut i l ize  the  coffee  shop  i t s e l f  a s  a  p lot
point?
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Though I 'd  put  my money on there  being plenty of  f ics  where  neither  character  works
at  the  shop,  that  dynamic is  common s imply because  of  the  opportunit ies  i t  offers  the
writer .  For  one thing,  there 's  no need to manage a  number of  coincidental  encounters
as  two characters  just  happen to grab coffee  at  the  same t ime while  juggl ing their  busy
schedules .  Perhaps  that  could be used as  an indicator  of  interest—it 's  not  coincidental
at  a l l ,  but  rather  one character  i s  adapting to the other  in  order  to see  them—though it
i s  a  l i t t le  harder  to pul l  off .  With one character  working the counter ,  the  writer  has
the abi l i ty  to  craft  as  many interact ions  as  they'd l ike  without any coming across  as
stalker- ish,  or  stretching our suspension of  disbel ief .  It  l ikewise  a l lows them to
capital ize  on the romantic  opportunit ies  bui lt  into the characters '  different  statuses .
Does  the pining drag on because  the customer bel ieves  the  employee i s  just  being
polite  and the employee bel ieves  the  same? Does  the employee pul l  any str ings—an
extra  baked good here,  a  free  s ize  up there—to express  their  interest?  Do worries
develop when the customer suddenly disappears  and the employee has  no way to reach
them? To say nothing of  how an employee t ies  the  re lat ionship and confl ict  more
firmly to the coffee  shop itse lf ,  e l iminating the quest ion,  "Why don't  these  two just
meet  somewhere  e lse?"  Though making both characters  customers  offers  i ts  own,
unique set  of  writ ing opportunit ies ,  spl i tt ing them results  in  a  dynamic that  many fans
have come to enjoy.  

Does  one  of  the  character s  o f  the  primary  pair ing  always
need  to  be  an  owner  or  an  employee  at  the  coffee  shop?
What  are  the  impli cat ions  o f  none  of  the s e  character s

working  at  the  coffee  shop?

The Coffee  Shop AU specif ical ly  belongs  to what  i s  referred to as  a  third place:  the
space between home (f irst  place)  and work (second place)  where  people  can f ind the
comforts  of  the  former and the social  connections  of  the  latter .  In short ,  i t ' s  a  space
where  re lat ionships  can form and the community thrives .  It ' s  no surprise  then
romance-based genr

Why i s  i t  s o  important  for  the  coffee  shop  to  o c cupy  a
l iminal  space?
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that  such a  place  would function wel l  within a  romance-based genre,  but  third places ,
specif ical ly  privately  owned third places ,  are  a lso imagined as  a  refuge for  queer
individuals .  Despite  the  increased popularity  of  coffee  chains  over  the last  few

decades,  Coffee  Shop AUs tend to eschew corporations  l ike  Starbucks  as  a  sett ing,
s imply because  that  str ict ,  capital i st ,  uniform  space  works  counter  to  the individual ity
that  most  writers  are  looking to celebrate  in  their  f ics .  Thus,  Coffee  Shop AU third
places  tend to be owned by the characters  themselves ,  the  mom-and-pop café  that
might  be  struggl ing to make ends  meet,  but  a lso has  the power to make this  shop

quirky in a  welcoming manner.  Whether  i t ' s  including décor  that  references  a  specif ic
character 's  interests  (and that  del iberately  ref lect  pop culture  trends  the reader  may

also be interested in) ,  or  f i l l ing the café  with employees  and customers  who are
l ikewise  coded as  queer,  the  third place  of  the  Coffee  Shop AU isn't  just  geared

towards  the community at  large,  but  specif ical ly  a  fan community bui lt  on divers ity
and acceptance.  

Though it ' s  certainly  possible  given that  f ic  authors  can write  anything they please,  I
personal ly  have never  come across  a  Coffee  Shop AU with an unhappy ending.

Ambiguous,  perhaps,  or  even bittersweet ,  but  never  overt ly  unhappy.  That 's  s imply
not  the purpose  of  the  genre  and any f ic  that  doesn't  just  include unhappy content,
but  a l lows i t  to  win out  in the end has ,  arguably,  not  written a  Coffee  Shop AU. At
least ,  they have not  written a  f ic  that  meets  the  expectat ions  other  fans  currently
attach to that  term.  Coffee  Shop AUs aren't  s imply any story that  takes  place  in a
coffee  shop,  but  rather  a  part icular  story about characters  fa l l ing in love in that

space.  Having them achieve  their  happy ending is  the  point  of  the  work.  If  an author
were  to ki l l  one of  those  characters  off ,  have the re lat ionship fal l  apart  for  another
reason (without establ ishing that  both characters  are  ult imately  happier  apart) ,  i f  we

end on a  tragic  note  such as  the  destruction of  the shop itse lf . . .  then we've  come
across  a  f ic  that  functions  differently  than a  tradit ional  Coffee  Shop AU. It  may be
that  someday we expand the term to include f ics  with more versat i l i ty ,  but  for  now
attaching "Coffee  Shop AU" to one's  work very much promises  a  happy ending.  

Do you  think  a  Coffee  Shop  AU can have  an  unhappy
ending?
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Though there  are  many Coffee  Shop AU-
specif ic  tropes  that  tend to crop up—
such as  the  barista  communicating with
the customer through notes  on their
takeaway cups,  or  sweets  used as  a  means
of  ref lect ing one (or  both)  character 's
own sweet  nature—it 's  worth
acknowledging that  many tropes  are
intentional  revis ions  of  mainstream
Romantic  Comedy tropes.  Two that  I
discuss  in  my dissertat ion are  the  union-
as-spectacle  and stalking-as- love.  Both of
these,  when used in Romantic  Comedies ,
tend to put  off  a  lot  of  modern viewers ,
leading to fans  reworking the tropes  in
their  own stories .  The union-as-spectacle
is  the  moment when one character ,
usual ly  the  man,  proposes  a  long-term
relat ionship,  or  more l ikely  marriage,  in  a
very public ,  over-the-top fashion,
turning what  many bel ieve  should be an
intimate  moment into the t i tular
spectacle .  Coffee  Shop AUs del iberately
re-work this  by ending the story at  the
start  of  the  re lat ionship and confirming
that  change in semi-privacy:  in  the back
storeroom, through that  coffee  cup
communication,  whispered when it ' s  the
customer's  turn to order,  etc .  If  the  rest
of  the  shop is  privy to this  development,
the spectacle  has  lost  much of  i ts
voyeurist ic  feel ing due to the work
accomplished in developing the third
place.  These  aren't  so  much strangers  as
members  of  a  loving,  supportive

community.  Part icular ly  for  a  genre  that
is  adapting such tropes  for  queer
relat ionships,  reworking the union-as-
spectacle  l ikewise  acknowledges  real - l i fe
struggles :  one cannot announce a  queer
communion with the same safety  one
would a  straight  re lat ionship.  As for  the
stalking-as- love trope,  that 's  a  more
straightforward dis l ike  of  Romantic
Comedies ’  tendencies  to  frame a
character 's  invasions  of  privacy as  proof
of  love,  rather  than a  lack of  respect  at
best ,  a  warning s ign at  worst .  Thus,  fans
work hard to acknowledge these
boundaries  and ensure  that  their
characters  only  begin test ing them with
explic it  consent.  Or,  i f  they are  edging
into Romantic  Comedy terr itory,  that
becomes a  moment of  growth rather  than
a celebratory,  "cute"  moment.  For
example,  I  have come across  numerous
fics  where  a  customer f l i rts  with the
barista ,  only  for  the  barista  to  point  out
that  the  customer has  a l l  the  power here.
If  they don't  maintain a  pol ite  persona,
they r isk  being f ired,  thus  making this
moment of  f l i rt ing feel  l ike  a  dangerous
invasion,  not  something they can respond
to,  even if  they wanted.  Thus,  the
customer undergoes  a  moment of
revelat ion about how their  act ions  were
perceived,  apologizes ,  takes  a  step back,
and the re lat ionship only  continues  when
the barista  chooses  to  reach out  again on
their  own terms.

Which  trope s  do  you  most  commonly  s e e  a s so c iated
with  the  Coffee  Shop  AU?



There i s  indeed a  strong utopian e lement to the Coffee  Shop AU, one that  has
been chal lenged in recent  years  as  many fans  cal l  for  a  more real i st ic  approach.
Signif icantly  though,  this  change doesn't  seem to be undermining the wish-
fulf i l lment aspect  of  the  genre.  Tradit ional ly ,  the  Coffee  Shop AU imagines  up a
world where,  even if  things  aren't  perfect ,  they're  able  to  become perfect  in  a
relat ively  short  period of  t ime.  Characters  aren't  worried about homophobia,
only  whether  this  individual  happens to l ike  them. Soon,  they're  not  worried
about whether  their  interest  i s  reciprocated,  but  only  how they can respond to
that  interest  in  a  way that  doesn't  make them look l ike  a  total  fool .  By the t ime a
couple  thousand words  have passed,  this  character  has  overcome these
comparatively  smal l  hurdles  and experiences  an ending that  confirms only  that
they are ,  here  and now, exceedingly  happy.  The Coffee  Shop AU's  utopia  stems
largely  from ignoring the confl icts  that  crop up in other  stories  and in the real
world—imagining up a  future  where  only  those  smal l  hurdles  st i l l  remain—but
chipping away at  that  utopia,  paradoxical ly ,  can be more reassuring.  Much l ike
this  new blend of  the  Coffee  Shop AU with Quarantine Fics ,  including some of
those  deeper  chal lenges ,  l ike  homophobia,  while  crucial ly  st i l l  providing that
happy ending,  acts  as  a  reassurance for  queer  writers  and readers .  Queer  fans  are
no longer  s imply escaping their  real i ty ,  but  craft ing f ict ional  scenarios  in  which
they're  able  to  overcome it .  By e l iminating some of  those  utopian aspects ,  writers
al low their  work to function more as  a  prize  we can al l  work towards,  rather  than
a pipe dream. It ' s  no longer  a  matter  of  s imply providing that  escapism for  the
queer  community,  but  rather  using f ict ion as  a  means of  mapping out  real
possibi l i t ies  for  the  future.  Real ly ,  what 's  so  strange about wanting public ,  age-
appropriate ,  community-based,  queer  fr iendly  places  where  people  can meet  and
even fal l  in  love  without fear  of  repercussion? That 's  not  a  pipe dream at  a l l  and
the change to the Coffee  Shop AU's  utopian framing acknowledges  that  i t  never
should have been treated as  one in the f irst  place.  
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Are  the s e  s tor i e s  driven  by  a  utopian impul s e ?  How do
more  “real i s t i c”  f i c s  within  thi s  genre  then  change  our
unders tanding  of  what  the  Coffee  Shop  AU means?



Dear Artisanal Pour Over,
Dear Flickering Menu Light,
Dear Late Summer Blueberry Pastry,
Dear Quiet Clack of a Keyboard at the Corner Table,
Dear Last Cup Before They Close,
Dear Iced Coffee Light Ice,
Dear Sound of Sirens Just Outside,
Dear Artisanal Pour Over and Iced Coffee Light Ice,
Dear Early Morning Espresso Shot,
Dear Pre-breakfast-Rush Egg Sandwich,
Dear Cup of Water for the Dog Outside,
Dear Graffiti on the Bathroom Wall,
Dear Leaves Swept into Garbage Can,
Dear Artisanal Pour Over and Iced Coffee Light Ice,
Dear Misanthropic Cappuccino for the Coworker,
Dear Tiny Bottle of Kahlúa She Hid in Her Purse,
Dear Post-breakfast-Rush Egg Sandwich,
Dear Box-O-Joe for the Class,

Dearest Coffee House
on the Corner,

B Y  A N T H O N Y  G A R C I A



Dear New Graffiti on the Bathroom Wall,
Dear Words Exchanged Over Manuscripts,
Dear Applying for New Jobs Between Pour Overs,
Dear Artisanal Pour Over and Iced Coffee Light Ice,
Dear Snow That Stuck to Boots Like the Foam on the Rim                  
          of a Cup,
Dear Harsh Light From the Sun That Makes Them Close 
          the Blinds,
Dear Hushed Tones Outside the Front Door,
Dear Sign That Still Reads ‘Winchell’s’ Even Though it 
          Stopped Being a ‘Winchell’s’ Like Six Months Ago,
Dear Pack of American Spirit That Always Seems to be 
          Replaced with a Fresh One,
Dear Artisanal Pour Over with Three Tears No Ice,
Dear Uneven Step Against the Base of the Table and 
          Almost Falling Over,
Dear Out of Time Clack of Fingers Against Keyboard at the 
          Corner Table,
Dear Cup of Water for the Dog Outside,
Dear Cup of Water with a Long Stale Blueberry Pastry,
Dear Cup of Water to Take Home Because the Filter 
          Hasn’t Been Changed in a Year,
Dear Iced Artisanal Pour Over,
Dear Phone on Silent Blinking on a Table Near the Front  
          Door,
Dear Flowers that Gather Around the Cracks in the Street 



          After a Spring Rain,
Dear Zinc Countertop That is Always Cold Even on the 
          Hottest Summer Day,
Dear Autumn Moons That Reflect Against the Papers Left 
          at a Corner Table Stained with Pumpkin Spice,
Dear Snow That Never Seems to Melt Even With the Warm 
          Inside,
Dear Closing of Laptop,
Dear Iced Coffee Light Ice and Americano,
Dear Awkward Remembrance,
Dear ‘Catch You Around’,
Dear Typing ‘til the Sweeping is Done,
Dear Shopping Bag With New Water Filter That Crinkles 
          Against the Corner Table,
Dear Almond Croissant That Always Sells Out Before 
          Getting There but This Time This One Time There 
          Was Still One in the Case,
Dear Decaf Artisanal Pour Over,
Dear First Open Mic Night Every Third Tuesday of the 
          Month,
Dear ‘How About Dinner Next Door,’
Dear Decaf Artisanal Pour Over and Pumpkin Spice Latte,
Dearest Coffee House on the Corner,



J a n e w a y ’ s
by Justine Norton-Kertson

Scene 1: Lieutenant Barclay at

the Night Owl

“Reginald Barclay?”

“Thank you.” 

I grabbed my drink and took a seat to wait

for Lieutenant Nog. He was on Earth for

shoreleave. I was meeting him for lunch. It

was my usual spot, of course, in the back

corner. An ancient folk song was

broadcasting over the speakers. “Oh My 

 Darling, Clementine.” I believe that was the

F i r s t  C u p
 
 
                                                                            

title. It was just loud enough to enjoy

without being a distraction from all the

wonderful reasons people come to a place

like this. 

Sure, I could just replicate some coffee at

home. But there’s just something about

coffee shops. Everything about them is

warm and cozy, like a crackling fire on a

crisp, chilly, foggy-grey San Francisco

morning. I’ve never been to one that wasn’t

inviting and welcoming. They have a 
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comforting and pleasant air, the thick

aroma of roasting beans, the familiar sight

of people reading or having conversations

with friends, enjoying a rich warm cup of

joe. 

 

The Night Owl on Market St. had become

something of a second home to me. It was

a place where I could get away from my

work in the engineering lab at Starfleet

Command. I could come here and just

relax, maybe work on my holonovel. Enjoy

my coffee in peace.

I took a long, slow pull from my strong,

oil-slick thick Klingon raktajino. 

Scene 2: Enter Captain Katherine

Janeway

“Coffee. Black.”

The front door swung open and shut with

the bright chime of bells, a kitschy feature

of 20th century business establishments.

I’ve always thought it was a nice touch.

“Are you sure you wouldn't like cream or

sugar with your coffee?” The barista tied

her vibrant green apron behind her back

as she asked what turned out to be a silly

question.

“No cream. No sugar. No syrups, foams,

or sprinkles. Just a cup of regular, black

coffee. And none of that replicated stuff.

I’ve been trapped in the Delta Quadrant

seventy thousand lightyears away from

Earth. I haven’t had a cup of real coffee in

seven years. I want beautiful arabica beans

that taste like hints of smooth, melted,

caramel swirled chocolate. I want beans

that sound like rain pouring down on a tin

roof as they’re grinded into a fine powder,

releasing gentle wafts of blueberry pie  
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memories. Just coffee, steaming hot to

deliciously bittersweet perfection.”

Janeway’s love of coffee is something of a

legend in Starfleet. Hearing her describe

her perfect cup was like watching a

passionate poet whisper gorgeous prose

into the ear of a long lost lover. It clearly 

didn’t go unnoticed by the barista, who

was all a-flush and twitterpated.

 

“One coffee, black, um?” 

“Katherine. Captain Katherine Janeway of

the Federation starship Voyager.”

“Coming right up, Captain Katherine

Janeway of the Federation starship

Voyager.” Annika peered back over her

shoulder at Janeway as she turned to begin

grinding coffee beans. 

Scene 3: Janeway Finally Meets Barclay

“Uh, Captain…” I approached her as the

barista turned.

“Lieutenant Barclay. It’s wonderful to

finally meet you in person.”

“Oh no, it’s my pleasure Captain, my 

pleasure indeed. I can’t believe I’m

actually standing right here with the

legendary Captain Janeway.”

“Come now Lieutenant, it’s not like we’ve

never met before.”

“Sure, but never in person. Oh, wow

Captain—what you’ve been though, what

you’ve accomplished. Oh, I’m sorry

Captain. You just got home and here I am

rambling on and chatting your head off

like a fanboi. I’m sure all of this is very

overwhelming for you. It’s a pleasure to

meet you. I’ll leave you to your coffee.” 



"Thank you Lieutenant, I appreciate the

consideration. I’d love to have breakfast

with you sometime soon. You can catch

me up on everything I’ve missed over the

past seven years.

“I’d like that Captain. Thank you.”

Scene 4: Janeway and Annika

“One coffee. Black. For Captain Janeway.” 

One of the other things I like about that

seat in the back corner is the great view of

the front counter. It’s perfect for people

watching, which is the lifeblood of a severe

introvert like me and—according to

Counselor Troi—was significantly better

than getting lost inside of a holodeck for

days at time.

“Please, call me Katherine.” 

“Very well, Katherine,” she nodded

slightly, raising her eyebrows quizzically.

“I’m Annika Hansen.”

“It’s a pleasure to meet you Annika.”

Their fingers intertwined in a slightly

tangled web as the mug of arabica passed

from hand to hand. Annika’s face was

flush again. Captain Janeway’s hand

lingered longer than expected. 

“Try it,” Annika encouraged with a

flirtatious smile. 

Janeway lifted the seafoam blue-green

mug to her nose and inhaled with a sense

of purpose. Warm satisfaction washed

over her face. As she lowered the cup, a

playful smirk appeared on her glistening

lips. 

She took a sip. It looked as if she was 
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 shade of fiery rose.

“Are you busy tonight Annika?”

“No. Why do you ask?”

“There’s a little place down in New

Orleans called Sisko’s Creole Kitchen. I’m

told it has the best gumbo on the planet.

Would you care to join me for dinner?”

“I’d love to Captain… Katherine.”

Captain Janeway took her hand, kissed it

softly, and looked into her bright, warm,

electrifying blue eyes.

“Until tonight then.” 

“I look forward to it, Katherine.”

about to faint into the waiting arms of a

lover she thought long dead. So many

nights so far from home in the Delta

Quadrant. Knowing her love of coffee, she

must have dreamed of this moment often,

her hands cupping and caressing a goblet

of hot, toasty roasty for the first time in

years.

“Well?”

“It’s absolutely wonderful Annika.

Everything I hoped it would be and more.

This is literally the best cup of coffee I’ve

ever had."

“I’m pleased that you like it.”

“Oh I do, very much. You did a marvelous

job.” 

Annika blushed again and this time

Captain Janeway's face turned the same 
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"Can I have a cappuccino with no milk?" 

My head shoots up, fingers poised over the sticky till. The air
is hot both with the steam from the coffee machine, and the
fire in the gazes of the disgruntled people in the ever-growing
queue. It's matting my hair. "Huh?" 

He looks at me like I'm a first class moron, and repeats his
request like he's talking to a toddler who's had a bang on the
head. "A. Cappuccino. With. No. Milk."

Now, for all you non-experts out there, fluffy texturised milk
is a key component of a cappuccino. Without it, it would just
be a black coffee. So what on earth does this guy mean? Sadly,
I'm a minimum wage worker and therefore not allowed to
express my true feelings, so instead I plaster a fake smile onto
my face and pray it doesn't look too much like a grimace. "I'm
sorry, I don't know what you mean?" 

Needless to say, the level of sexual attraction I'm currently
feeling is zero. In fact I'm pretty sure my lady garden has a sign
out front that reads CLOSED FOR MAINTENANCE, 

B Y  C H L O E  S H E I L A



TRESPASSERS WILL BE PROSECUTED. John Taylor
himself could join this queue and ask me on a date and I think my
answer would be: "Yeah. Whatever. Do you need any sugar?"

Which is why the concept of the coffee shop AU fascinates me. I
think for some people a coffee shop is a place of warmth and
comfort. Like a moist warm bed of earth, a prime spot to grow the
best flowers, to sow the seeds for any relationship. Or maybe more
people are into feederism than I realised, and it's just a way of
sneaking chocolate cake into the proceedings. Regardless, it's a
popular fanfiction scenario, and one I can't relate to at all. 

Working in a coffee shop is demanding, uncomfortable and
underpaid work. Everyone burns themselves on the regular, and
most customers see you as an extension of the shop, and treat you
like a dodgy bit of machinery. Giving you a verbal bash to make
you 'work right'. We stand all day, and by the end your feet are in
agony. More than once I've hobbled to the bus stop and
considered riding the loop bus for an hour or until I can bear to
stand. 

To be honest, that's the only realistic coffee shop AU there could
be, a handsome exhibitionist foot fetishist gives a tired barista a
foot massage on public transport. Exhilarating. Erotic. 

I've no issue with people enjoying those fics by the way. Just know
that if you ever do say the words "Going my way?" to a barista,
they'll probably be contemplating whether or not their job is
worth the joy it would be to tell you to take a walk in traffic. 

The guy meant he only wanted froth on his cappuccino, by the
way. Which, okay, fair enough, a cappuccino does have smooth
milk and froth because of how it's poured. But, guess what the
froth is made of?!

So, you see. No romance here. 



Sirius jiggled the key in the handle

of the entry door, trying to get it to

fit perfectly and unlock the damn

thing. He shuffled from foot to

foot, shoulders inching up as the

wind cut down the street, the chill

causing his ears to ache painfully.

Come on, just fit, damnit. His key

wasn’t cut quite right but the

building manager insisted it

worked perfectly fine every time he

complained, so here he was,

cussing softly under his breath at a

completely innocent looking glass

door for the fifth time that week.

by Lucca

Hermes
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When he finally was able to pull the door

open and step into the entryway, his first

thought was the entirely improbable am I

in the wrong apartment building followed

quickly by please let that fantastic arse

belong in this apartment building. It took

him a short eternity of gawping to realise

that the arse in question was attached to a

person currently struggling with a large

package on the ground.

The entryway had smooth stone floors; an

absolute nightmare on rainy or snowy days.

Sirius had experienced his own share of

struggles to lift things off that damn floor as

it slid away or he couldn’t get his fingers

under the box, or any number of other

difficulties. But that didn’t mean he found

it any less amusing when it was happening

to someone else.

Schadenfreude and all that.

He enjoyed the sight for only a few seconds

more before he took pity on the person.

“Can I help you with that?”

They jumped, spinning around wide eyed

and flustered, and oh they were cute. A few

inches shorter than Sirius with brilliant eyes

that practically glowed in the sunlight like

the deep baltic amber of the stone Sirius had

hanging in his bedroom window. Sirius felt

his cheeks heat up as he eyed the smaller

man up and down.

“N-no! It’s fine, I’m sure I can get it on my

own.”

“Please, let me help you. It’s really no

problem.”

“Well.. if you wouldn’t mind… It’s heavy

and I keep losing my balance whenever I

manage to get my fingers under it at all.”

Sirius smiled in what he hoped was a

charming way. Normally he had no

problem winning people over but on the

rare occasion he was actually interested in

winning someone over, he had a history of

crumbling into an awkward mess of limbs

and verbal garbage. 



Kneeling down, he quickly realized that it

was a package worthy of the struggle the

man had been having because it was, in

official terms, Fucking Heavy. He managed

to tilt the side opposite him up so that the

other man could slip his hands under while

Sirius slid his own hands down the length

until his side was up as well. Getting to his

feet was a struggle, but he managed the feat

valiantly, if he did say so himself. 

“What did you order then, bricks?”

“Yes, I thought they would make good

decorations. Modern industrial aesthetic

and all that.”

Ohhhhh, I like him, Sirius thought. He let

the other lead the way, taking the stairs

slowly.

“I really do appreciate it. I’m definitely

going to be late to work, but didn’t want to

leave it sitting out until I got back.”

“You were worried someone was going to 

steal your encyclopedias?” Sirius cocked an

eyebrow in disbelief, but didn’t bother

trying to hide the amusement tugging his

lips into an enamoured smile. 

“Anthology,” he corrected automatically.

“And yes! That greasy git in the basement

keeps purposely fucking with my packages.”

“Snivellus,” he sneered in distaste, knowing 

instantly which resident would be petty

enough to pick on the man. 

“He kicks them to try and break whatever is

inside, or hides them. I definitely found my

new jacket in the bushes out front last

month. Just, juvenile shit like that. These

cost a small fortune and I didn’t want to

risk anything happening to them.”

They came to a stop in front of the first

door on the right at the top of the stairs,

surprising Sirius. “This is yours?”

“No, I decided to leave the books I just 



struggled with for half an hour with a

random resident.”

Rolling his eyes, Sirius nodded his head

toward the door across the hall. “That’s

mine. I just never saw you before.”

“Oh! Well. I’m at class and work a lot, but 

that is surprising we haven’t run into one

another before now. I suppose we wouldn’t

have if I had left for work when I was

supposed to.”

“Will you be in trouble when you get

there?”

“Not too much, luckily my boss likes me

and knows all about Snivellus. Over here

should be good.”

They carefully lowered the box onto the

chipped coffee table that practically

groaned under the weight. Flexing his

aching fingers, the man cocked his head

looking up at Sirius curiously, before

holding his hand out. “Remus, by the way. 

I’m sorry to run, but I really do have to get

to work.” He hesitated for only a moment

before continuing, “But, I work at the

coffee shop down the road. If you wanted,

you could walk with me and I could fix you

something up on the house as a thank you?”

Briefly, Sirius considered declining. He had

been dying to get home and out of his

binder, his chest just starting to ache from 

hours of wearing it. One look at that

mischievous quirk of full lips though had

him thinking fuck it. He could make it a bit

longer - he had a feeling it would be worth

it. 

He took Remus’ hand in his own, “Sirius

Black. And yeah. That’d be great.”

They stopped just long enough for Sirius to

drop his backpack in his apartment before

they bounced down the stairs one after

another and back out into the blustering

cold. If he had been worried that the walk

would be awkward, he would have been

wrong, because Remus immediately



launched into an animated conversation

and series of questions, hardly giving Sirius

time to be anxious about the interaction.

When Remus pulled the door open to a

familiar storefront, Sirius froze dead in his

tracks. “THIS is where you work?!”

“Yes?”

Too late to back out now, he sighed in 

resignation, braced himself for the

inevitable teasing to come, and followed

Remus into the warm building. Behind the

counter, red hair piled messily on top of her

head, stood his best friend’s wife. She

looked up from refilling the case with fresh

baked goods, eyes lighting up in a way that

could only spell disaster for him, his

privacy, and his sanity.

“There you are Remus, I was just getting

worried.”

“Sorry Lils, had to rescue a package before

Snape got to it again.” 

She pulled a face, obviously she had been

clued in on the past misadventures of

Remus’ deliveries. “And who have you got

with you then?”

Narrowing his eyes threateningly, Sirius

tried to guess what game she was playing at,

but was only met with a dazzling smile that

fooled no one.

“Oh this is Sirius, he helped me get the box

up to my apartment. Insanely heavy, that

one.”

He stood correct - the smile fooled precisely

one. One distressingly adorable boy with

wind tousled curls and sharp eye teeth that

peeked over his lip when he grinned. Which

was entirely too frequently for Sirius’ gay

ass.

So distracted staring at Remus’ soft

features, he completely missed the next bit

of conversation until he heard his name

again. 



“Sirius?” 

“Hmmm?”

“I said what can I get you to drink? You

know, the promised free caffeine as thank

you for being my muscle?”

“Oh! Um. Traditional cappuccino, please?”

“So boring! You know something sweet

and delicious is no threat to your

masculinity.”

Sirius’ eyes went wide in brief panic,

throwing a look at Lily, wondering if he

had somehow missed a bit that gave away

that he was trans. Or maybe he just didn’t

pass today. Or maybe it was just obvious.

“I don’t get why men deprive themselves of 

delicious drinks. Have you ever even tried a

pumpkin spice latte?”

He shook his head numbly.

“Peppermint mocha? Roasted chestnut? 

Vanilla almond?” Remus sighed, but it was

good natured. Wishfully, Sirius classified it

as fond, but quickly dismissed the idea. “All

I’m saying is, stop by anytime and I will

whip you up something new, free of

judgement.” He pushed the cappuccino

across the counter, frothed milk folded into

a heart on the top.

Blushing, Sirius cradled the to-go cup in his

hands enjoying the warmth spreading

through his fingers even as he willed it away

from his cheeks. “I’ll keep it in mind.”

“So, what do you do with your time, Sirius

Black?”

“Make bad decisions, mostly,” he spoke

automatically, before realizing that

probably wasn’t the best answer for

someone he would have liked to impress. “I

mean, I’m a student.”

Lily snorted, but he ignored her.

“I don’t suppose you had anything to do   



with all the plants from the lobby ending

up in front of Snape’s door, did you?”

He crossed his fingers and rubbed at his

eyes. “I have no idea what you’re talking

about.”

Remus’ responding chuckle was deep and

warm. Sirius’ stomach swooped and he

tried not to think about what it would be

like to feel that laugh against his lips. Images

flitted through his minds' eye of laying

tangled up together, the snow piling up

outside, but warm with his head on Remus’

chest. Of hearing that deep laugh and

feeling it reverberating in his bones.

The way Remus watched him made him

panic he had said those things out loud, but

since Lily wasn’t cackling with glee he

guessed he must be safe. “You know, Sirius,

Remus here is a student at the university as

well.”

“Is that right?”

“Mhm. He’s even the leader of the LGBT+

student organization, if you were looking

for something to become involved in.”

He knew looks couldn’t actually kill, but he

tried anyway. Lily had been trying to get

him to go to the group's meeting for the

past year and six months, ever since his

family had disowned him. He resolutely

ignored the voice in the back of his head

whispering maybe it would be worth it if it

meant being around Remus more.

“Oh! Yeah, and we accept everyone. So even

if you’re just an ally and want to come hang

out with us, that’s fine too! We have movie

nights, and board game nights and all kinds

of stuff. Just a calm place to hang out

together, somewhere safe, yeah?”

“I’ll consider it. What made you get

involved in the group?” He considered

actually slapping his forehead. Smooth,

Black.

Remus smirked, leaning over the counter

and pinning Sirius under his gaze. “Well,

I’m pansexual. There are jokes on the 



He was still standing outside the door,

banging his head gently against the cold

brick wall when the door swung open again.

Sirius held perfectly still, willing whatever

all powerful being that could possibly exist

would either strike him down or at the very

least render him invisible. 

“Just going to randomly throw this out

there, but I get off work at 7 and really like

tea.”

Not bothering to remove his forehead from

the wall where it rested, he gave Remus a

thumbs-up.

Once back in his apartment, Sirius decided

to make a cup of tea and lay with it under

his Christmas tree. Best place to spend time

contemplating the Absolute Gay Disaster

he had become. Staring up at the lights and

breathing in the woodsy scents from the

cedar’s needles, he weighed his options.

He had made it this long without ever

running into Remus. He could probably

find a way to avoid him and not have to 

internet that it’s part of the mythical 

because so many people dismiss it as not

existing. It was nice to be around people to

whom I didn’t need to explain or justify my

sexuality.”

“That’s...really nice actually.” He must have

sounded as flustered as he felt, because

Remus’ smile turned predatory.

“My sexuality or the group?”

Sirius laughed awkwardly, shoving his free

hand deep in his pocket and leaning against

the door, desperate to escape before either

he or Lily made a bigger fool of him. Really,

it was a toss up. “Yeah, well. I should. Get

back and. Do homework, but um. Lemme

know if you need any more help handling

your package.”

Lily looked like Christmas had come early

and Sirius thought it best to just cut his

losses and throw himself out the door

without trying to salvage the situation.

Good thing he never had to see the guy

again. Oh, wait, he thought sarcastically.



move apartments entirely. Alternatively, he

could take the fact that Remus followed

him out as a sign that he was into awkward

gay disasters who regularly put their foot in

their mouth when flustered. Which left the

question of whether he wanted to have

Remus over for tea that night, and whether

he could stand putting a binder back on for

it.

Scrubbing at his face in irritation, he tried

to quiet the cacophony of anxious thoughts

and focus on his tea and tree. He hated that

so much of his life and availability revolved

around how long have you been wearing

your binder? But there was nothing to be

done about it at the moment so he resolved

himself to pushing it away to be irritated at

some other time, when there wasn’t a hot

neighbor to be thinkin about instead.

Digging into his pocket for his phone he

pulled it out and accidentally dropped it on

his face. Rolling over and rubbing at his

nose, he unlocked it to text Lily, but found

he already had messages waiting from her.

[Lily-flower] Don’t worry about getting me

anything for Christmas, I’m good.

[Lily-flower] My birthday, too. Possibly for

the next several years. 

[Sirius] I hate you.

[Lily-flower] No you don’t, you love me.

[Sirius] I really don’t. Why did you pretend

like you didn’t know me?

[Lily-flower] Because I’ve low-key been

trying to convince Remus to meet you for

ages and he’s been refusing a set up. So I

didn’t want him to know it was you, since

he was clearly into you, and then stop

flirting on principle of me being right.

[Sirius] He was not flirting with me. And

he’s going to find out eventually??

[Lily-flower] I just wanted the smitten-ness

to sink in a bit more. Then I’ll be smug

about it later.



As soon as it was settled, he shut the door 

quickly, locking it and running further into 

his apartment to hide—and not be tempted

to watch through the peephole for the cute

boy to return. Sirius was wearing a pair of

gray sweatpants and his softest sweatshirt

with a huge hood, which he pulled up on

his head to help with the whole hiding part. 

Time didn’t seem to exist within his dark

apartment, the only light coming from the

twinkling Christmas tree lights. He paced a

lazy, absent pattern in front of it, replaying

all of his awkward foot-in-mouth answers

from earlier in the day, eyes flicking toward

his bottle of scotch temptingly. 

A soft knock pulled him from his thoughts,

and he padded on stockinged feet across the

hardwood floors. Pulling the door open

slowly, he was greeted by Remus holding

his cup of tea in one hand and the note in

the other, a wry smile in his face.

“You know, this wasn’t so much a 

[Sirius] Yeah, well, all that doesn’t matter 

because I’m never leaving my apartment

again.

[Lily-flower] But then how will you help

him handle his package?

[Sirius] GOODBYE

Keeping an eye on the clock, he calculated

it all very carefully, so that he was setting a

cup of tea outside his door right at 7. That

way it would still be hot, but he wouldn’t

risk Remus actually seeing him doing it. He

folded a note on top of the cup, and taped a

sign to the door with Remus’ name and an

arrow pointing down. 

Sirius had timed the steep exactly, put the

precise amount of sugar and cream in that

he had long experimented with and gotten

down to a science, filling his favorite to-go

mug to the brim with what he could only

hope was the best cup of tea Remus had

ever had. 



your night though,” he added, starting to

pull away.”

“No, no - I just. Well, I wasn’t sure.” He

toyed with the ends of his sleeves, pulled

over his hands. “I was just having a quiet

night in, but you’re welcome to join me?”

he offered hesitantly. 

“I’d like that,” he answered, smiling softly.

suggestion for an apology as a request for 

company. Though, I do like the pun.” He

smiled down at the note, eyes moving to

read it over again, where Sirius’ sloppy

cursive had spelled out Sorry I’m an

awkward idiot, I just think you’re beau-tea-

ful. Looking back up at Sirius, he noted the

comfy clothes. “I don’t want to intrude on. 





B u c k y :  W h a t  t h e  f u c k  i s  a  l a t t e ?
S t e v e :  I t ' s  c r e a m y ,  b u t  t h i c k
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- - -  
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a n d  S t e v e  d o e s n ' t  m i s s  a  c h a n c e
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Lovely Lemon Tea
B Y  E M I L Y  H I Z N Y

customize, and the back left corner belonged

to Sable.

Sable’s quills were more of a dark burgundy

shade, though not quite purple like her other

sister Label, and her eyelids drooped over her

dark irises as she stared down at her plaid

fabric, running it underneath the needle of her

sewing machine. A large brown dresser stood

behind Sable with a basket of bundled fabric

beside it. Colorful scraps were organized into

cubbies on top of the dresser and spools of

thread hung from hooks on the wall, ready and

waiting to be used again.

I walked to the changing room first,

proceeding to step behind the scarlet curtains

and search through the day’s collection.

Hangers and hangers of clothing expanded out

in front of me and in the end I settled on a 

With my backpack mostly empty, I walked

along the path of my island’s market area to

the Able Sisters shop, quietly determined to

coax Sable away from her sewing for once. A

little bell jingled as I opened the door and

immediately Mabel, the charismatic hedgehog

sister with bright blue quills, ran over to greet

me.

“Hey, there! Welcome to Able Sisters, where

we sell fashions made lovingly by claw.” I

smiled at her and glanced around the shop, a

good size for our little island. Mannequins

dressed in various outfits sat in the middle of

the store, one of which had 3D glasses that I

was tempted to buy. A large fitting room

stood on the right with scarlet curtains, and a

large quilt of tan and teal triangles hung 

from the left-hand wall. The rear of the shop

held an assortment of shirts and dresses I could

Fandom: Animal Crossing: New Horizons | Relationship: Sable/Original Character
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“Hi Elysia! We’ve been having more and more

hot days lately—summer is just around the

corner. Probably time to get out my collection

of summer aprons. . .”

“It really is a beautiful day out. . . Mabel, you

and Sable work really hard all the time. I

think you guys could use a break.” The sisters

glanced at each other. “Close up early today.

Mabel, you could visit Timmy and Tommy,

and I could show Sable around — there’s this

little cafe right by the beach.”

“Um. . . thank you Elysia but I have a lot of

sewing to do, it’s only Tuesday. . .”

“You always have sewing to do, Sable,” I gently

appealed. “And I love all the clothes you make

and will always come to visit, but why not just

take today off? You’re always working on the

weekends too. . . please? Just this once? With

me?” I hoped to convince her to regularly take

more time off but this would be a good start. I

glanced at Mabel, hoping she would help tear

her sister from her workaholic habits. 

“Yeah, let’s take a break Sable!” Mabel agreed,

her sibling's insistence enough for Sable to 

sparkly turquoise fairy dress to wear later.

“Thanks a bunch! I’ll go ahead and slip your

purchase into your inventory for you.” With

my tasks and shopping done for the day, I

approached the other hedgehog sister,

diligently at work sewing a dress in the back

corner of the shop.

I started talking to Sable way back when the

store first opened. Back then she was very

quiet and hesitant but over time she opened

up to me, telling me about her favorite

detective show ‘Pointed Questions’ on

Thursdays, and about her mother who she

dearly missed; never failing to tell me how

much she appreciated me. I loved talking to

her and checking in, but also noticed that I

never saw her anywhere else but behind her

sewing table. Even on weekends the shop was

open and stocked with Sable claiming that

working on the weekends made her feel 

 productive. Yesterday, I set up a little coffee

shop when I redecorated my island and I

decided to invite her for a drink.

“Hi Sable!”



“Coffee or tea?” I asked as Sable sat down.

“Tea please,” she whispered quietly and I

prepared cups for the two of us, setting down

the steaming lemon beverages and sitting

across from my hedgehog companion. Despite

the shade of the tree, Sable’s quills brightened

under the rays of the sun, silently content in

her change of scenery. “So. . . who lives on

Aquatica?” Sable inquired.

“Well, there’s Sherb and Cranston and those

two really like their snacks. Everything tastes

great to them. Roald and Antonio are very

athletic, and there’s Cheri and Flora who both

want to be pop stars. Tammy’s a good cook

and Marina, Nan, and Tia all like to read.”

Sable nodded and took a sip of her tea, quietly

focused on absorbing what I had to say.

“Blathers is also on the island, he runs the

museum down by the pier and Tom Nook and

Isabelle spend their time in the Resident

Services building.” I paused and looked out

over the river before turning back to Sable.

“What’s your favorite thing to sew?”

“Shirts and shorts are easiest, but I really do

like adding patterns and flare to dresses.”

reluctantly put her sewing away as Mabel

began to close up the shop early. We left the

task to her and I reassuringly held Sable’s paw

as we exited the little storefront, squinting at

the return to the sun’s glare outside.

A little grin spread across her face as we headed

down the stone pathway, walking past the

plaza and the big brick Resident Services

building towards my flower fields. On either

side of the stone grew a gradient of rainbow

petals, a sight that left Sable in wonder, eyes

wider than I’d ever seen them. We continued

down the path and across a bridge to my

library: lines of bookshelves

spanning from river to beach with an

assortment of plants and places to sit, then

finally, the café. Thankfully, none of the other

villagers were around; I knew Sable wasn’t

comfortable enough to talk to them just yet.

A refreshing breeze drifted in from the coast as

we approached, surveying the sets of tables

and choosing to sit under the tall cedar tree

beside the river. A few feet away stood a little

blue-green market stall with a tea kettle and

espresso maker, accompanied by a cart holding

a sugar tray. Small, quaint, and perfect for

Sable and me. 



“I love all your dresses! They’re so beautiful

and vibrant.” Sable smiled at the compliment.

“Thank you. . . it’s really nice to hear that.

Which is your favorite?” I thought for a

moment, gently stirring my tea as I struggled

to picture my expansive closet, overflowing

with Sable’s creations.

“I think the ballet dresses are my favorite,” I

smiled, picturing the golden hemmed rainbow

of gowns, the royal purple in particular since I

had the slippers to go with it. Sable beamed as

she took another sip of her tea, proud of her

practiced craftsmanship.

“What else do you do during the day?”

“I dig up fossils, water the flowers and

pumpkins, collect shells, check the shops, and

talk to my neighbors. Sometimes I’ll decorate

the island or change things around my house

too.”

“Did you make this?” Sable asked, looking at

our little sanctuary.

“I did!”

“It looks beautiful, and it’s really peaceful here.

. .” she trailed off, looking toward the sound of

the nearby waves. “What kind of fossils do you

dig up?”

“All different kinds! There were a lot of

creatures that used to exist here, even on such a

small island. We can go to the museum if you’d

like, and I’d be happy to show you around

Aquatica.”

“I’d really like that, thank you so much Elysia.

You’re such a wonderful friend to me and my

sisters,” Sable beamed before finishing her tea

and I smiled right back. 

“Thank you for spending some time with me!

There’s a lot I want to show you,” I grinned

and finished my tea as well, setting our mugs

aside and holding Sable’s paw as we ventured

down to the beach and walked along it,

collecting shells and feeling the sand between

our toes as I showed Sable the island that, just

like her, meant so much to me.
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A BREWED BACKDOOR
b y  S i d d h i  J o s h i  

.
 
 

i bask in the emptiness of uncertainties,

and the pauses between laughters.

the city has swallowed my moon,

under the regime of oscillating 

gunpowder.

the day you forgot your wallet in a foreign

land,

my roots bloomed a sudden partiality for

awkward conversations -

over lattes with foamy foam, and a 

delicious sprinkle of chocolate.

under the spells of a runaway september,

your khadi skirts, plain white shirt,

and the most peculiar backpack,

became my favorite routine,

the windows next to us,

curled into sacred honeysuckle patches.

the quintessential monotony of mundane

driving into an escape of a soft brown

cavern.



.
 
 

in between slow sips of our coffee,

our cheeks were cherry rose with

pallets of laughter,

empty spaces between us colonised,

by a kneeling dagger of shadows.

this space, our space.

an exile of casual magic,

sheltering waves and cramps heavier than

us.

 

the sound of harrowing disdain birthing

from

our brief break to carry the world single

handedly,

until the destiny of freshly whisked coffee,

fills our senses under the same air,

and my breath warmed by

camouflaged soothe of you.

 

if your sojourn to my burning city ends -

take me with you to your home,

your permanent absence will be

intolerable and loathsome to the realm of

me,

and i am learning to make

lattes with foamy foam and a delicious

sprinkle of chocolate.



Café
Inferno
by TigerPrawn

Hannibal sipped his tea, the
delicate teacup almost fragile in
his hand — too much pressure
and it would shatter. 

It wasn’t that he insisted on the
tea being served in one of the
beautiful fine china cups that
most people thought were
merely decoration, it was simply
his preference. He knew this
blend in particular would taste
better from this style of cup —
not only the materials but also
the shape of it, the diameter of
the surface. It allowed the tea to
brew and subsequently cool at
exactly the right temperature.

Fandom: Hannibal (TV) 
Relationship: Will Graham/Hannibal Lecter



“Mmm, very good Abigail. Your first blend is a success.” Hannibal nodded, sitting on the

customer side of the counter, in order to partake in the entire experience.

Hannibal gave the barista an encouraging smile that made her face light up. She always seemed

to be looking for the approval of a father figure — wanting to please; he found it oddly

charming. She was a talented girl, so it had seemed the obvious step to allow her to 

begin experimenting with tea blends. And he was not one for disingenuous 

praise; the tea really was very good.

“I will put it on the specials' board for tomorrow.” Hannibal said as he 

watched her grin grow and her cheeks flush. He wasn’t blind to 

Murasaki watching them with a soft smile either — perhaps she saw 

a little of Mischa in Abigail as well? That was definitely a weakness 

Abigail could exploit in him, if she knew and was so inclined.

He was becoming very fond of her. She had started as a 

customer he had liked immediately — something he 

couldn’t say for all his patrons. It had seemed an easy step 

to employ her as the shop became busier. 

For a while he had wondered if she was the reason he didn’t seem to want to move on as he had

originally planned. He had been in this place much longer than anticipated, and whilst the shop

was a success, he had always planned it to be temporary — a stepping stone. Something was

keeping him in this place and he couldn’t quite put his finger on it.

At first he thought it had been Murasaki. His aunt had arrived, full of wisdom and persistence,

almost as soon as he had opened the shop. It had been many years since he had seen her — he

had barely recognised her — but they had made a formidable team and a successful business. In 



those early days they had drawn customers with their fine coffee, but also their expansive menu

of teas.

There were other customers he was fond of too, many who had been frequenting the café since

it had first opened. Certainly, Abel Gideon was always interesting, and Hannibal enjoyed

talking with the man about the psychology of many things when it was quiet in the evenings.

Abel said often that it was a shame that with such a keen interest, Hannibal hadn’t gone into

psychology. Hannibal had to wonder at that at times too. As much as he enjoyed 

developing new tea and coffee blends, and perfecting new pastry recipes, 

medicine and psychology were deeply fascinating to him. He was 

perhaps too old now to become a student of such things, so he 

satisfied himself with conversations and reading.

Not that his interest and personal studies helped him understand 

any further his own reluctance to move on. 

It was a nice place, the weather was predictable — which he enjoyed. The people were 

interesting and yes, he enjoyed getting to know his aunt once more. Especially with the

perspective of now being an adult, despite how much she continued to scold him like the youth

he had been. 

He watched as Abigail happily poured a cup of her blend for Murasaki and wondered if it was

just that he had become too settled here? Content enough to ignore the adventure of moving

on and his long term plan? He was lost in thought on the subject for some minutes.

And then the bell above the door rang.



It was a strange time of day for customers — too early to be Abel, too late to be Bev Katz and

her friends. Normally, this time of day was quiet enough for them to indulge in trying new

blends and recipes, and planning the next week’s pastry menu. 

All three of them looked up as the man entered. 

He was scruffy, slightly sweaty, clearly harried and... utterly breathtaking. 

*

To say he was flustered would be incorrect but also 

completely true. 

To the casual observer, Hannibal Lecter presented a 

cool yet affable exterior. To Murasaki, who knew him 

better than he might like to admit to, he was clearly 

experiencing an inner turmoil that he was very much 

unaccustomed to. 

“Hello?” The new customer seemed a little confused. “Um, are you open?”

“Yes. Certainly.” Hannibal replied a little too quickly, which had Abigail now looking at him as

Murasaki had been. “It is… merely a quiet time of day. What can we get you?” 

Hannibal stood from the stool and moved around behind the counter, brushing down his

apron as he went, and effectively forcing Abigail and Murasaki to move along the counter until

they were almost in the kitchen. 



The man stood, warily studying them, before walking slowly into the café and letting the door

close behind him. He wore an expression of consternation as he made himself comfortable — if

comfort was something this man could experience — on one of the high stools at the end 

of the counter. Not the warm one Hannibal had just vacated.

“Black coffee, please. No milk, no sugar. No sprinkles. Just-”

“Black coffee, of course.” Hannibal smiled despite the slight twitch in his eye. 

He resisted the urge to offer one of the rather rich Turkish espressos they had, 

given how adamant the man appeared to be. No doubt years of 

frequenting coffeeshops as the only patron not to order a nonfat 

skinny latte with extra foam. He would work up to leading the 

man into finer options.

Hannibal moved to the machine and began to prepare the coffee, 

selecting a rather large mug, which seemed to be met with some 

relief by his customer — an accurate reading of his needs.

“Long day?” Hannibal asked, continuing to smile gently even as he saw the man bristle at 

the question. Ah yes, this one was certainly not for small talk. Hannibal could appreciate that,

though it came with the territory in this job. 

The man’s shoulders tensed and hunched for a moment before he clearly made them relax.

“Yeah. I’m new here,” he clasped his hands in front of him on the counter and looked at them

intently rather than meeting Hannibal’s eyes. “It’s…”

Not fond of eye contact are you?



“The weather,” Hannibal nodded, finishing the coffee and placing it in front of the man. He

looked up then, though seemed loathe to do so. Nonetheless he gave a small smile of thanks

that warmed Hannibal through. 

“Everyone tells me I’ll get used to it,” his tone somewhere 

between friendly and — what Abigail would call — snarky. 

Hannibal found his lips involuntarily quirking into a 

smile. Hannibal wasn’t one to be easily interested in 

someone, much less based on looks alone — as handsome as this 

man was, once one looked past the flannel — but he was 

more than a little intrigued by the stranger.

“Well, if you plan to become a regular, I believe 

introductions are in order,” Hannibal could wince at his 

own awkwardness. He was sure he heard Abigail snicker. 

“Hannibal Lecter.” Hannibal held out his hand to shake, 

and there was an awkward moment of  hesitation before the 

man took it in his own. His hand was strong and calloused; 

Hannibal found himself wondering what it would be like to feel 

those hands roaming over his body. 

“Will Graham.” The man replied, the words pulling Hannibal back from his thoughts. 

It was only when Will cleared his throat that Hannibal realised he hadn’t released his hand and

so did so as smoothly as possible, as though it weren’t terribly cloddish. 

He cleared his own throat before setting about tidying a few things along the counter, “You

have chosen a very good time of day — you strike me as someone who appreciates the quiet.”



“Yes,” Will looked over at him again, holding eye contact for a moment before looking down at

his coffee mug. “I prefer…the quiet of the stream,” Will’s mouth twitched into a wry smile and

Hannibal immediately imagined the man all wind-chafed in waders. It was a pleasing image. 

“Well, perhaps we shall see more of you at this time of day.” Hannibal’s words came out as a

rumble, much more suggestive than he had intended. 

Will looked at a loss for words, his mouth moving with no sound for a moment when he was

preemptively interrupted by the bell above the door. 

Franklyn. Hannibal looked at the clock on the wall; yes, right on 

time.

“Hello,” Franklyn greeted them all cheerfully before his eyes landed 

on Will. He made an immediate move to the new comer, taking the seat 

next to him at the counter. “Ah, not seen you before. Just moved to the 

area?” Franklyn didn’t give Will a chance to respond before he turned to Hannibal and ordered

his drink. When he turned back to Will he continued without drawing breath, “I’ve been here a

while now but the weather…” He shook his head. “They say you’ll get used to it.”

Hannibal tuned out as Franklyn began to talk at Will about the mundanity of his life — he

would tell anyone that would listen. He was, however, pleased to see that Will looked

incredibly awkward — he was not enjoying Franklyn’s company. Which was reassuring, until

Will suddenly rose, mug still half full. 

“I, uh… I should be going.” Will said to no-one in particular before promptly leaving, the

doorbell ringing in his wake.  



Hannibal watched after him as Abigail moved to his side. He didn’t need to look at her to know

the grin she was wearing.

“So… he seems interesting. Don’t you think Hannibal?” She asked, sweetly.

“I have no idea what you mean.” Hannibal replied tersely before 

removing Will’s mug from the counter and taking it towards the washer. 

Abigail snorted.

*

“You can’t be serious? How do you even hold a medical license?” 

Hannibal wasn’t sure how many times he had heard these same 

arguments between Ms. Katz and Doctor Sutcliffe. As always they took 

the table next to the wall, closest to the counter, and partook in the liveliest of 

conversations about science and medicine. More specifically, some of the 

research Sutcliffe was involved in. As usual, the conversation descended into 

indignation on Beverly's part as to the moral and ethical considerations — or lack 

thereof — of Sutcliffe’s work. 

“She only sits with him because she is bored.” Murasaki spoke quietly into Hannibal’s ear as she

swept past on her way to the kitchen. She always had ample observations at hand about each of

the customers. And, perhaps it was the effect of her having raised him during some of his 

 formative years, they always seemed to somehow be a criticism aimed at him. As though he

were responsible for the wellbeing of each of his patrons beyond the provision of beverages. 



Hannibal sighed and began to restock some of the coffee blends. 

After his first visit, Will Graham had not returned the following days. And Hannibal had

found himself waiting each day during that quiet period, for him to come through the door.

There were no other coffee shops or similar establishments in the immediate vicinity, so he

couldn’t have gone to a rival. 

Perhaps Franklyn had put him off?

Perhaps he had put him off?

I don’t find you that interesting.

He sighed again and felt strangely perturbed. He had never felt like this 

before— a sort of trepidation at the thought of a man he had met so briefly. 

And who Abigail still teased him mercilessly about. 

Murasaki was a lot more restrained, however there were the occasional 

comments from her too. 

Had he been so obvious in that first meeting? Perhaps he had, but never 

before having experienced such an instant and profound attraction, it was 

something he had been unable to avoid.

There was something familiar about Will Graham — perhaps that was what the attraction was?

There was something in his nature, it seemed, that was like Hannibal’s secret self — the one he

kept hidden under a person suit constructed for customer service. 



Hannibal was half listening to the latest rehash of Beverly and Donald’s ongoing, and only

somewhat good natured, argument — when the bell above the door rang.

The few patrons, used to this being a fairly predictable time of day for 

regulars, looked up at the same time Hannibal did. Something not missed 

by Will as he stopped in the doorway — caught like a deer in the headlights 

by the focus of the whole room. Hannibal cleared his throat loudly and 

the few customers went back to their business. 

“Hello again, Will.” Hannibal smiled softly from behind the 

counter, already reaching for a mug, “The usual?”

Will raised an eyebrow at that but a slight smile pulled at his lips too. 

“Are you saying I am that predictable? That after one visit you know 

I’ll be having the same drink?”

“Predictable? No, not at all. In fact, of all my customers thus far, you are 

the most unpredictable. I find it rather refreshing,” he leaned in conspiratorially 

when Will took a seat at the counter, “It can get rather boring around here.”

Will huffed a laugh, “It does seem like this place gets rather samey. Not that I mind.”

“Ah yes, you’re seeking the quiet life. You’ll certainly find that here. Though if you are ever in

need of entertainment, I can perhaps suggest a few things.” Hannibal found himself grinning

and the words came out in a near flirtatious tone. He wanted to kick himself; he was acting like

a teenager. 

 He just knew, had Abigail been in earshot she would later be teasing him about wanting to date



 the customer. Though he couldn’t say she’d be entirely wrong…

Hannibal went about making Will’s drink in silence, trying to ensure that he didn’t let himself

say something that might embarrass. He was almost done with the coffee when Will initiated

further conversation, allowing him to breathe a sigh of relief. 

“So, Café Inferno? Doesn’t really seem to fit. It feels like it should be 

some sort of raucous party location, but this place is… thankfully 

sedate. And you… no offense, but you don’t seem like a raucous party 

guy either. Are you secretly a party animal? Or perhaps secretly the 

devil?” Will grinned.

Hannibal took a millisecond to appreciate that Will Graham had 

thought about him, even if just to make this observation. 

“Nothing so interesting I’m afraid,” Hannibal’s lips twitched into a smile. 

“The name came with the establishment when I took it over. I did consider changing it, but it

had a good reputation and I didn’t want to put off patrons before even brewing my first coffee.

Besides, it has never been my intention to stay. This is a stopgap so it seemed unnecessary.”

“Makes sense.” Will agreed with a smile and a nod, “I’m in a similar situation myself —

temporary position.” He wrapped his hands around the mug as Hannibal placed it in front of

him. For the briefest moment their fingers brushed against each other. Neither made mention,

but Hannibal’s heart fluttered and there was a slight blush across Will’s cheeks.

Before either could say anything further Bev appeared at the counter, hers and Sutcliffe’s empty

cups in hand. She slid them over the counter as she took the seat next to Will’s. 



“Same again, please, Hannibal, and maybe some rat poison in Sutcliffe’s, if at all possible.” She

was grinning as she said it.

Hannibal returned the smile, “Fresh out, I’m afraid.” 

“Next time,” she nodded with a thoughtful smile. “I guess I’ll 

just settle for whichever of your delights contains the most 

chocolate. I need something to get me through.”

Hannibal laughed lightly, taking the cups to the washer 

before beginning to brew fresh beverages. 

“Bev Katz,” she turned to Will and held out her hand. He 

seemed momentaily startled by the forwardness of a total 

stranger, but then took her hand and shook it. Hannibal 

found his awkwardness around people strangely endearing. 

“Will Graham,” he responded, only meeting her eyes for a moment. 

“So, Will. What do you do?” Bev asked, her usual pleasant and eager self.

“Oh, um…” Will seemed confused by the personal question, as though people rarely thought to

ask him about himself. He was slightly flustered and Hannibal felt suddenly jealous that Ms.

Katz had elicited such a response — robbed of the chance to ask these questions himself and

perhaps equally fluster him. 

“I’m a teacher,” he finally finished. 



“Oh, interesting.” Bev put an elbow on the counter, resting her cheek on her hand and giving

Will her full attention. “What do you teach?”

“Uh, criminology.” Will was beautiful when put on the

spot — a stab of jealousy went through Hannibal again and he 

clenched his jaw.

“That really is interesting!” Bev grinned. “Most people 

around here seem to just talk about the weather. You can 

regale us with tales of awful students and crime scenes.” 

That made Will chuckle, and Hannibal clenched his fist 

so tight he almost crushed the cup he was holding. Instead 

he forced himself to put it down in front of Beverly, along 

with Sutcliffe’s drink and the plated pain au chocolat he had 

selected for her. 

“Perfect! Thanks, Hannibal.” Beverly grinned. “Catch ya later, 

Will.” She turned her smile on Will and he gave a curt nod, a very 

slight smile on his lips. 

Hannibal wondered what it would take to have Will smile more. 

*

Time flows in a strange way, Hannibal mused, when you’re falling in love. 

He was sure it had been months, but with Will visiting sporadically — sometimes daily,



sometimes a couple of times a week — it was hard to know exactly. 

Some days it felt like nothing had changed, or like Will had always been there. Now he didn’t

always sit at the counter. Sometimes he would join Bev and they would

 laugh and joke in a way that continued to make Hannibal jealous. The 

times he did sit at the counter — in the late evenings after even Abel had left, 

were a salve. Cooling his jealousy and satisfying his desires to be the focus 

of Will’s attention as they talked and laughed and flirted. 

Will would sample the new pastries Hannibal was baking and 

Will would talk of fishing and boating. Hours would pass 

before either of them noticed, as they fell into deep discussions 

— Hannibal finding himself leaning closer across the counter 

as they did. Will never retreated.

Hannibal realised he was in love on a very specific occasion. Of 

course, regardless of Abigail’s teasing and Murasaki’s knowing 

looks, he was not blind to his attraction to Will. Both in a physical 

and emotional sense. But love wasn’t something he easily came to, and he 

had never thought to feel it again — not after Mischa. But with Will he had no choice but to

allow himself to feel the affection that expanded within him at the mere mention of the man’s

name. That was love, he knew. But being in love was something harder for him to grasp.

Hannibal realised it the day that Will came in in the morning. It was a time he’d never come in

previously — after the early morning rush and before the lunchtime crowd; it was especially

quiet. He carried with him a book and, as he sat at the counter, he seemed every bit as awkward

as the first day he had come to the coffeeshop. 



“Is everything alright Will?” Hannibal had asked. 

“I, um…” Will looked down at the book in his hands as he turned it over on the counter. It was

old and worn — well thumbed and well loved. “This was my grandmother’s, she gave it to me

and…well. I didn’t know if you wanted to borrow it.” Will didn’t look up. 

Hannibal tried to swallow around the lump in his throat. Will looked up then, 

biting his lower lip as he offered the book. It looked like an old, well-used 

journal, but when he opened it the first page made it clear. It was a 

handwritten family recipe book. 

“The, uh… pastry recipes are easy to find — they’re the ones that are 

most well thumbed.” Will grinned a little as he shrugged. 

“Meemaw always had a sweet tooth.”

“Will.” Hannibal breathed out his name, at an utter loss of what to 

say — for once. He held in his hands part of Will’s family history and 

tradition. Something deeply personal and surely an expression of his affections?

“It’s nothing,” Will forced a chuckle. “I mean… I, um… I just, I miss her beignets and

thought…”

“I could make some.” Hannibal offered instantly, “Though, I’m sure I’d never do her recipe

justice.”

Will chuckled at that and seemed to relax. “Hannibal, I’m sure you know full well that there’s

no recipe you can’t master.”



Hannibal’s cheeks heated, in what he was sure was his first ever blush. It made Will grin before

he turned away again.

And now he stood watching Will chatter happily with Beverly at least a week after this

realisation, his usual jealousy surging. But then Will looked up to realise Hannibal was studying

them intently, and… he smiled. There was something in that warm smile that seemed like a

reassurance. As though Will had seen his jealousy and 

wanted to allay it. 

When Beverly left, Will stayed. He moved to the 

counter and they talked whilst eating beignets — now 

a regular item on the menu. Will leaned in and 

brushed the powder from Hannibal’s lips as Hannibal’s 

cheeks heated again. 

I’ve changed. You’ve changed me.

*

It took Hannibal several weeks to realise that Will had finally settled into a sporadic pattern.

One that involved him staying long after Abel left many times. He found himself anxiously

anticipating Will’s arrival and then, once he arrived, dreading his leaving. 

Apparently, according to Abigail, Will’s flirting and interest was very clear. However, when it

came to Will, Hannibal’s usual confidence deserted him — leaving him rethinking every word

from his mouth as soon as Will left.

He felt his usual trepidation now as he waited for Will — watching the door and waiting for the



bell to ring as he nursed one of his special blend teas. The café was quiet — empty of customers

now and he’d told Abigail to leave early to avoid her smirks. 

When Will walked through, Hannibal’s elation was sapped. The man always looked a little

harried but this time he looked troubled.

“What’s wrong?” Hannibal asked, leaving the counter and walking towards the 

door — towards Will — the moment he saw the forlorn look on the man’s 

face. 

“I…” Will swallowed and frowned, looking intently at Hannibal when he 

continued, “I’m leaving. Soon, I… I don’t know the details yet. It’s just 

my time to go.”

Hannibal’s breath stopped and his heart thudded a beat. 

“No, Will… You…” Hannibal couldn’t find the words, even less so when Will 

took his hands and squeezed them.

“Hannibal,” Will let out a heavy sigh, “I don’t have a choice, I have to go.” He let 

Hannibal’s hands drop, moving away and walking to the counter, taking his usual seat whilst

Hannibal composed himself and resumed his position on the other side. 

“You’ve been here a while now.” Will said, knowing it to be true from the many conversations

they’d had. 

“It was never my plan to stay here long,” Hannibal admitted, wanting to leave now more than

ever, but almost terrified of what was to come, of making that leap.



“Why did you then?” Will asked, reaching over the counter for Hannibal’s hand — which he

gave freely. 

“I was… I always felt that I was waiting for something. Someone.”

Will’s lips twitched into a smile. “We’ve… Is it too forward to ask you 

to consider coming with me?” 

Hannibal’s heart beat fast and he trembled. He had grown used to 

things here, even the weather. He was stuck and now a reason — the 

reason — to move on was in his grasp.

“I…” Hannibal tried to respond, but nothing came out. It didn’t 

matter, Will was on his feet then and tugging his hand so that he was 

pulled half across the counter. 

Will’s lips met his — soft and tender, slow and exploratory as his hands 

moved to frame Hannibal’s face. Hannibal opened to him immediately, leaning further into

him, until his hand met his teacup and it slipped from the edge. 

It’s beautiful.

The sound of the teacup shattering as it hit the ground seemed to reverberate through both of

them. 

Not fond of eye contact are you?

I don’t find you that interesting.



I’ve changed. You’ve changed me.

It’s beautiful.

For a moment there was nothing. 

He remembered falling, he remembered the sea and his lungs filling. He 

remembered the dragon and the bluff, the FBI and psychiatry. He 

remembered Will Graham — a flash of the first time they met in Jack 

Crawford’s office. 

He remembered dying. 

“Will.” He breathed the man’s name against his lips. 

“It’s time to go Hannibal, you’ve been in limbo long enough.” Will’s 

words seemed to float. Everything was floating — the shattered 

pieces of teacup rose as though carried on a current. “I’m here now, 

you don’t have to wait any longer.” 

The counter between them was gone and they were clinging to each other as he remembered

they had once before. They were standing on a bluff again, the heat surrounding them. The

damn weather — always as hot as hell.

He was ready to descend. 

It was his time, Will was finally here to go with him.



How Coffee Shop AUs are the Perfect
Example of Why Fanfiction Culture
Thrives and Always Will: A Barista’s

Perspective
B Y  T I A N A  G A U D I O S O

needle their way into the very fiber of who

we are, is not just a “crazed fangirl” concept.

One of the (if not the) most relatable

feelings on our planet is the shared

community of enjoyed content. How else

did hair bands of the ‘80s sell out arenas

worldwide? Why else do football fans

convene in empty parking lots to throw

rabid cookouts and rally spirit for five-hour

long sports games? Who else are those

poorly written teen dramas aimed at if not

for the hope of a fandom blossoming from 

The stigma surrounding escapism via

artistic avenues is more complex and diverse

than the average consumer probably

realizes. I believe most of us can agree that

any and all critique about a teenage girl’s

obsession with something is but a mere

social construct, over-dramatized by the

invisible patriarchy still ingrained deep in

our society. The common practice of

discovering something new, something

worth paying attention to, and pressing it

so far into ourselves that eager threads 



the cons. Venturing into that community as

an overly-willing naivete did bring on some

rough online interactions, but it also

opened my eyes to a vast corner fans had

carved out for themselves—one full of

creativity, excitement, support, and

understanding. Being just shy of my teen

years and having (maybe) only one friend in

real life, it was like stepping into my version

of Wonderland. My own niche world where

no one cared that I was a little bit weird, or

had a gap tooth, or would cry into my

pillow most nights over not getting to

marry the lead singer of my favorite band. I

could just be, without the normal restraints  

it? An open space for the obsessed, the

desired, and the desperate is not just about

connecting with others over an escapism

had in common. It’s also about finally

feeling like you belong somewhere,

anywhere, regardless of your actual place in

the world. For some, this might have begun

with a television show, a book, or a Reddit

post. Mine, however, started with a song. 

I began reading fanfiction at the young age

of eleven and thus moved onto writing it a

year later. Growing up alongside the

Internet exposed me to many things

prematurely, I’ll admit, though in hindsight

there’s nothing to regret in terms of how it

has led me to where I am now. One of my

earliest penned fanfiction stories that is lost

to time, as the website it belonged to has

been erased from history, was based off of

the song Coffee Shop Soundtrack by the

band All Time Low, who were also the stars

of the story. (I promise you, I couldn’t

make up the coincidence of the song title if

I tried.) Having started my journey into

writing with real-people fanfiction is a story

for another time, but the pros far outweigh 

Coffee Shop 
Soundtrack



third place, whatever that needs to be for

you. I remember when they first introduced

this mantra I rolled my eyes and scoffed

while attempting to perfect my latte art.

However, as the months, and then years,

passed, I began to realize how crucial this

idea is to the foundation of a festering

culture. That we are promoting the concept

of a home away from home, although the

phrase is corny and overused. This forced

me to ask myself a vital question. What is

my home away from home? Where do I go

when the obligations of the adult world are

weighing on me too heavily and I need to

slip away for a bit? Quickly, I knew the

answer was in my back pocket this whole

time. Literally.

Most of us can relate to the feeling a coffee

shop brings us. It’s close to what

transporting to a different universe for a

little bit may feel like. A place that’s cozy,

warm, and inviting. Like nothing in the

solar system can touch you, just for the

meager amount of time you’re sipping on

an Americano, gazing out the window on a

barstool in your favorite local storefront.  

most pubescent girls feel when enjoying

something outside the confines of what was

considered trendy at the present time. To

sum it up,

I had found a second home within a

website that used to be an offshoot of

TeenNick.com. 

Fast forward seven years: I’m an adult, still

reading (and sometimes writing) fanfiction

regularly while jumping around to different

sites, and I manage to get a job at one of the

country’s biggest coffee-shop franchises.

The mission statement of Starbucks has

always remained the same, yet they added

on a separate tag line a few years into my

tenure with the company—that we are the

Third Place. As in, we are that in-between,

liminal location where folks can gather that

isn’t home and isn’t work. Somewhere you

can work on your screenplay or read that

latest novel you’ve been trying to finish,

have as many cups of coffee as you like,

before returning to the monotony of

everyday life. A place where you can merely

exist, get comfortable, and feel safe. Your 



dreams!” Then, a few days later, they added

onto the post: “I went to the coffee shop. And

as I sat down at the counter after ordering

my items from the cute barista, a girl walked

in and he immediately turned to her, asking

her how her trip was the past weekend and

what she was doing during the next one.

That’s when I realized: this isn’t my Coffee

Shop AU. It’s theirs.” Although Tumblr was

a breeding ground for over-romanticization

in the 2010s, this little snippet has managed

to stay with me for one particular reason:

this is more than just something most of us

who used the internet during this time

could relate to. 

Not only were we certain we’d seen

this exact scenario play out, it’s one

we actively seeked. We searched for

it in our books, our favorite cups of

joe, and most importantly, in our

fanfiction. We came back to this

idea, this trope, time and time

again. 

Why is that?

Whenever I daydream about going to a

coffee shop, I always picture it’s autumn

and I’m wearing a knitted scarf and a

beanie, carrying a satchel for my laptop and

worrying about hypothetical schoolwork.

Of course, I’m from Arizona where scarves

aren’t necessary until well into

Christmastime (maybe) and I’ve never

owned a satchel. And yet the thought is far

too enticing! There’s nothing more

familiar, or nostalgic, than pretending

you’re in that little slice of heaven, listening

to the calming shop sounds around you and

smelling the freshest brew in the air. Like

suddenly you’re home and you’re unsure

how you got there. You know you’ve been

here before, maybe in a hazy dream, or in a

passage you read. Oh wait, it is from a

passage you read.

There was a famous Tumblr post from way

back when. Pardon my memory, it’s

terrible, and I don’t know who to credit for

it. There was a user who said something

along the lines of: “Just moved to a new city

and found a cute local coffee shop. Can’t

wait to live out my Coffee Shop AU  



disassociate, and had parasocial

relationships with every lead singer she

could come across, fanfiction is what has

welcomed me with open arms and a cup of

coffee. And isn’t that what every lost

teenager wants to feel? Welcomed? 

Fanfiction is the third place. 

Fanatics of any kind are going to be looked

down upon in certain ways no matter how

much society evolves, because we

unfortunately live in a world where making

fun of someone for their interests will never

go out of style. What we should keep in

mind, however, is that escapism isn’t just an

obsession or hyperfixation to mock about.

Where we escape to, what makes us feel

protected, safe, and home, is just as

important as what teaches us empathy,

compassion, and humanity. The reason so

many folks around the globe click open a fic

about two people falling in love at a coffee

shop is because we need that hope, that

wonderment, that we also have a third place

somewhere out there. That we finally feel

like we belong, anywhere, regardless of our  

Fanfiction is my third place. I didn’t tell

people for quite a long time that I read or

wrote it. It was what I considered my “dirty

little secret” for a large portion of my

childhood. If anyone in my life knew about

it, it wasn’t of my own volition. Yet, I never

strayed from it. As technology advanced, it

became ever easier for me to slip away from

reality and crash into the worlds I wanted

to sink into, all thanks to the miniature

computer I could now carry in my pants.

Since the moment I got a smartphone in

high school, sophomore year, I’ve had at

least five tabs open at one time of various

fanfictions I’ve been reading. I rotate out to

new ones as I finish others, but I can say

with certainty the three websites I’ve

consistently used have taken up more

screen time on my phones than any other

app or feed. For someone who didn’t really

find their footing until their late teens, yet

stumbled further into their early twenties,

and is still figuring it out as the age of thirty

is only a half-decade away, my home away

from home has never been a physical place.

For someone who didn’t feel neatly fitted

into any category, used the internet to   



actual place in the world. Maybe you’re

currently reading this from your tablet or

laptop at a Starbucks right now, waiting for

that feeling to overwhelm. The feeling that

tells you you’re exactly where you’re

supposed to be. I myself am still waiting for

that, and that’s okay. I’m actively searching,

opening new fics everyday, diving headfirst

into a reality not my own, allowing myself

to be a part of what makes me feel happy

and alive. Even if, for now, it’s via a

computer screen. 
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What if we were allowed
to just exist and be

happy?

They are going to an AU’s coffee shop in which every wall hangs a
photograph of Claude Cahun, they delight in the surreal beauty of “Aveux
Non Avenus”. & the name on their mocha is alive instead of the dead one
scribbled fastly by an underpaid overworked barista over a starbucks cup.

& there they meet the girl of their dreams, writing spells of encouragement
like “You are enough” next to the name, she sees their pronouns tag & doesn’t
say anything more. For they don’t desire a melodramatic spectacle, they just
need this room filled with warm light in the middle of a storm, where they just
exist & are seen by no one but her, the barista who “forgot” her tag because it
doesn’t match her flowery blouse.

This is the queer’s rom-com, where the end isn’t a big declaration of love, but
rather a question:

“Would you go out with
me?” she asks. & I say “yes”.
Free of fear, we kiss.

Inspired by Katharine McCain's essays “Today Your Barista Is: Genre Characteristics in The Coffee Shop
Alternate Universe" & "Fans Love It a Latte: The Rise and Participatory Nature of Coffee Shop AUs."



D a i s y  

Coffee and Creativity:
Why the Coffee Shop
created The Beatles

b y  M a y C o o p e r



The coffee shop is something that everybody relates to. They’re on every street, and all serve
a similar purpose — a warm, sheltered space, perfect for working in or meeting with friends.
No wonder they serve as one of the most popular tropes in fanfiction — it’s a huge part of
modern society. They’re a familiarity, almost a liminal space, a blank space for stories to be
born. Many published authors began writing in coffee shops, and many fanfiction authors

also likely wrote in these spaces too. It’s something every fandom can engage with in one way
or another — the mundanity of an everyday place gets reborn into the setting for a love

story. 
 

But travel back nearly 60 years, and we see the coffee shop as instrumental to the Beatles in
their early years, too. Allan Williams owned ‘The Jacaranda Coffee Bar’, known colloquially
as ‘The Jac’ — where Paul, John and George met poet Royston Ellis. Mona Best owned the
Casbah Coffee Club, where they played on a residency. The original third verse of In My

Life referenced ‘the Dutch’ — that is, The Old Dutch Cafe. Clearly this held significance to
John, for him to mention it all those years later. Paul would later write Cafe On The Left
Bank with Wings — here, it serves as a place to people-watch and (possibly) for Paul to

reminisce on his 1961 trip to Paris with John. John remembers how he and Brian ‘...used to
sit in a cafe in Torremolinos looking at all the boys and I’d say, ‘Do you like that one, do you

like this one?’ I was rather enjoying the experience, thinking like a writer all the time: I am
experiencing this, you know.’ In other words, he was experiencing freedom. Freedom to

think like a writer, and freedom to talk, or joke, somewhat openly about Brian’s sexuality.
 

These are also instances of stories being born in cafes. The Beatles would be very different
without these spaces. They gave inspiration to write, or a space to practice, or a space to meet
bohemian-types who would open their minds to new possibilities. Their story was shaped,

somewhat, by the existence of a coffee shop. 
 

And interestingly, it’s almost circular. There are (currently) ten coffee shop AUs on the AO3
page for The Beatles. Of course, this is natural for any sizable fandom. It’s a popular trope
and has been for years. But the fact that the coffee shop played such an important role in
creating ‘The Beatles’, and now people are recreating The Beatles inside coffee shops is

fascinating. 
 

So here’s to creation in coffee shops. From creating key moments for one of the world’s
finest bands, to creating fanfiction of the members in that band meeting in a coffee shop, 50

years later. 



AFFOGATO

F o r  t h o s e  u n a w a r e ,  ' a f f o g a t o '  i s  a n
e s p r e s s o  p o u r e d  o v e r  a  v a n i l l a  i c e
c r e a m ,  a n d  t h i s  d e s c r i b e s  p e r f e c t l y
w h a t  I  w a n t e d  f o r  t h i s  a r t w o r k .  T h i s
i s  a  f l u f f y  c o f f e e  A U  i n  w h i c h
B a r i s t a ! H a n n i b a l  f a l l s  i n  l o v e  w i t h
W i l l  G r a h a m ,  h i s  g r u m p y  a n d  r a g g e d
c u s t o m e r ,  m u c h  t o  h i s  f r i e n d
B e d e l i a ' s  d i s a p p o i n t m e n t .  Y o u  s e e ,
t h e  t w i s t  i s ,  H a n n i b a l  i s  a c t u a l l y  a
d e m o n .  H i s  h u m a n  d a l l i a n c e  a n d
s u d d e n  o b s e s s i o n  w i t h  c o f f e e  i s
m o s t  u n b e c o m i n g .  Y e t ,  h e  c a n ' t
r e s i s t  ' p o u r i n g  h i s  d a r k n e s s '  o v e r
t h i s  ' v a n i l l a  t w i t c h i n g  e m p a t h ' ,  a s
B e d e l i a  s a y s .

B Y  L I L A C M E L  ( M E L I N D A )
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Fandom: Hannibal (TV) 
Relationship: Will Graham/Hannibal Lecter





Anthony Garcia (He/But I’ll Never Be Him) will one day consider himself a
writer. He is currently completing his MFA in Creative Writing at the

California Institute of the Arts. He can be found in Gutslut Press’ Bonemilk
and Suicidaliens anthologies as well as CalArts Next Words anthology. 
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Anushka Bidani is a poet and essayist from India. She's studying English
Literature at Ashoka University. You can find her at

www.anushkabidani.com.

Ari Ochoa Petzold (they/xe) is a Mexican-Venezuelan genderfluid writer
who currently lives in México. They like dancing to old music and history. In

their free time you can find them trying to coerce their friends to
participate in another of their crazy projects. Find more of their work in the

Sea Glass Magazine, Hooligan Mag and at Instagram in @Ari_gibberish.
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Chloe is a former barista and writer who was born in Leeds, England. An
avid Yoko Ono fan, she co-hosts the Beatles podcast All About The Girl.

Twitter: @ChloeSheila_

Daisy is an English Literature student and co-hosts the podcast ‘All About
The Girl’. She is currently writing her dissertation on how Yoko Ono has

been represented in Beatles biographies. Twitter: @daisymaybe7

Call-Me-Kayyyyy is a Marvel fan artist. Follow them on Archive of Our
Own:

https://archiveofourown.org/users/Cheeky9274/pseuds/Call_Me_Kayyyyy,
Twitter: https://twitter.com/call_me_kayyyyy, Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/call_me_kayyyyy, and Tumblr:
https://www.tumblr.com/blog/view/call-me-kayyyyy.

https://twitter.com/daisymaybe7
https://archiveofourown.org/users/Cheeky9274/pseuds/Call_Me_Kayyyyy
https://twitter.com/call_me_kayyyyy
https://www.instagram.com/call_me_kayyyyy
https://www.tumblr.com/blog/view/call-me-kayyyyy
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Justine Norton-Kertson (they/he/she) is a genderfluid author, poet,
musician, photographer, and community organizer who is more addicted to

Star Trek than the Jem'Hardar are to ketracel-white. They are the Editor-in-
Chief of Android Press and Solarpunk Magazine. She lives outside of

Eugene, Oregon with his partner, cats, and puppy. They can be found on
Twitter @jankwrites.

Emily Hizny is a Creative Writing and Publishing & Editing double major at
Susquehanna University in the U.S., currently lurking around Twitter as

@OctoEmily. Her work has been featured in SU’s literary magazine
RiverCraft as well as Dwelling Literary, Ice Lolly Review, Inertia Teens,

HOLYFLEA!, Clandestine Lit, and Melbourne Culture Corner. In her free
time you can find her sewing, playing video games, and being a part-time

octopus.
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Katharine McCain is a graduate of Georgetown University where she
received her Master’s in English and The Ohio State University where she

received her PhD in Television and Media Studies. Her work focuses on
modern fan culture, specifically fanfiction and the various transformative

works that flourish on blogging websites like Tumblr. Recently, she has
published articles on Guy Fieri and celebrity fandom in The Food Network
Recipe: Essays on Cooking, Celebrity, and Competition, the fannish nature

of King’s novel The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon in Children and Childhood
in the Works of Stephen King, and the cultural impact of Eliezer

Yudkowsky’s fic Harry Potter and the Methods of Rationality in Prequels,
Coquels and Sequels in Contemporary Anglophone Fiction. Katharine’s work

can also be found at katharinemccain.com where she maintains a casual,
fan-focused blog.

Lilacmel (Melinda/Mel) is an amateur artist from Brazil. Their pronouns
are she/they. Sometimes, she writes too; but most of her works are digital

art, with a few traditional pieces thrown in. They started drawing at a very 

http://katharinemccain.com/


early age, but only recently they have been strongly concentrating on
learning and improving. They draw all across fandoms, but have a special

spot for a few. Her dream is to draw whole scenarios and stories from their
head, as realistic as possible, and for others to glimpse it. 
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Lucca Hermes spends his days writing technical jargon and his nights
daydreaming of better futures for the most deserving of gays. Periodically

he begrudgingly emerges to share his thoughts with the class. More of
Lucca’s writing can be found at archiveofourown.org/users/shadow_prince,
most of which are inspired by the marauders of Harry Potter. You can also

find him on Instagram @godsandcrows talking about trans bodies, the trials
of homeownership, and his beautiful puppy Regulus.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/shadow_prince
https://www.instagram.com/godsandcrows/
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Sadhvi (she/they) is a 20 year old undergraduate student of Literature and 

You can find Nowa on Twitter @wish_addict.

Lynne Schmidt is the grandchild of a Holocaust survivor, and mental health
professional with a focus in trauma and healing. They are the winner of the
2020 New Women’s Voices Contest and 2021 The Poetry Question Chapbook

Award. Lynne’s chapbooks include, SexyTime (The Poetry Question), Dead
Dog Poems (Finishing Line Press), Gravity (Nightingale and Sparrow Press)
which has been listed as one of the 100 Best Breakup Books of All Time by
Book Authority, and On Becoming a Role Model (Thirty West). In 2012 she
started the project, AbortionChat, which aims to lessen the stigma around
abortion. When given the choice, Lynne prefers the company of her three

dogs and one cat to humans.

https://twitter.com/wish_addict


Philosophy at Ashoka University. She’s pursuing a quiet she doesn’t know
the face of yet. www.arteadash.com.
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Tiana Gaudioso is a poet and writer, actress, and sketch troupe comedian
based in Phoenix, AZ. She is currently attending Arizona State University

for none of these hobbies. You can find more of her works in Polemical Zine, 

Siddhi Joshi is a poet and artist based in Uttrakhand, India. She is currently
pursuing an undergraduate degree in Political Science and Sociology from

Miranda House, Delhi University. Warm like the colour yellow, in her
company you will find yourself amid warm laughter and witty remarks. To

her, mysterious old libraries and hastily scribbled poetry in a coffee-stained
journal is the only utopia worth seeking. Siddhi is a blend of strong opinions

and lyrical thoughts – a dichromatic soul that searches for answers in the
prevailing paradigm and finds meaning in the minuscule.



Pinstriped Zine, Girls Our Age, and Suburban Rose Magazine.
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TigerPrawn is a gay transgender man who has been writing in fandom for
almost two decades, from Doctor Who and Andromeda to Star Trek and

Detroit: Become Human. The vast majority of his most recent works (2015
onwards) are in the Hannibal fandom, where he has made a home with all

the other weirdos. https://twitter.com/TigerPrawnDSC

https://twitter.com/TigerPrawnDSC


Headcanon Magazine was founded in
2019 by Anushka Bidani as a

response to the lack of online spaces
providing recognition, &

opportunities for publication to
artists creating art inspired by

various books & comics & films &
music & etc. We accept & curate

creations ranging across fanfiction,
fanart, reviews, songs, critical

analyses, personal essays, social
commentaries, & whatever else

strikes our readers’ fancy. We believe
that transformative & derivative

works are as creative, legitimate, &
important as their original source
material. All pieces in Headcanon
Magazine are published for non-

commercial purposes.
 

www.headcanonmagazine.com
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EVERY
FANDOM
NEEDS A
COFFEE

SHOP AU


